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Abstract, English
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive imaging technique for visualizing
the internal structure of scattering materials, such as biological tissues. It generates two-
or three-dimensional images of the sample with cellular (micrometer) resolution. OCT
has become an important instrument in the biomedical field, especially in ophthalmology,
where it is used for diagnosing retinal diseases. Using light at 1060 nm permits deep
penetration into the retina and into the layers beneath, the choroid and the sclera.
This wavelength range is also beneficial for imaging in eyes affected by cataract. For
the 1060 nm band, rapidly tunable lasers—so-called swept sources—are available which
enable ultra-high speed acquisition of large three-dimensional datasets. However, these
light sources require further improvements: higher output power for sufficient signal
quality and wider tuning bandwidth for better depth resolution in combination with
high tuning speed.
We investigate the performance of novel semiconductor laser gain media in fiber-based
high-speed swept source prototypes. We demonstrate high output power using a tapered
amplifier, and we achieve improved depth resolution with a broadband amplifier and
optimization of the light source spectrum. Both technologies are feasible for developing
novel high performance swept sources, as we demonstrate by applying the prototypes
in OCT imaging. Furthermore, we study numerically how absorption by water in the
human eye impairs the performance of retinal imaging. Our simulation reveals a gen-
eral relationship between the light source bandwidth and the optimal center wavelength,
which is supported by our experimental results. This relationship constitutes an impor-
tant design criterion for future development of high-speed broadband swept sources.
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Abstrakt, Dansk
Optisk kohærenstomografi (OCT) er en ikke-invasiv afbildningsteknik, som anvendes til
visualisering af interne strukturer i lysspredende medier, f. x. biologisk væv. OCT danner
to- eller tredimensionelle billeder af objektet med cellulær (mikrometer) opløsning. OCT
er vigtig for biomedicinske anvendelser, især i oftalmologi, hvor den bruges til diagnose af
nethindesygdomme. Med lys omkring 1060 nm kan man afbilde strukturer dybt i nethin-
den og i lagene bag den, a˚rehinden og senehinden. Desuden er dette bølgelængdeomr˚ade
fordelagtigt for afbildning af nethinden i øjne med gr˚a stær. For 1060 nm-omr˚adet findes
specielle bølgelængde-skannende laser-lyskilder - s˚akaldte swept sources - som kan bruges
til at optage store 3D-billeder med ultra-høj hastighed. Disse lyskilder kræver dog stadig
forbedringer: højere effekt for tilstrækkelig signalkvalitet og større tuning b˚andbredde
for bedre opløsning kombineret med høj tuning hastighed.
Vi undersøger ydeevnen af nye halvleder laser gain-medier i fiberoptiske højhastigheds-
swept source prototyper. Vi demonstrerer høj effekt med en s˚akaldt taperet forstærker.
Desuden opn˚ar vi øget opløsning med en bredb˚ands-forstærker i forbindelse med opti-
mering af lyskildens spektrum. Disse teknologier er velegnede til udvikling af nye swept
sources med forbedrede egenskaber. Det viser vi ved at anvende prototyperne i OCT sys-
temer. Desuden undersøger vi numerisk, gennem simuleringer, hvorledes lysets absorp-
tion i vand i det menneskelige øje p˚avirker afbildningen af nethinden. Vi finder en generel
relation mellem lyskildens b˚andbrede og dens optimale centralbølgelængde, hvilket un-
derstøttes af vore eksperimentelle resultater. Denne relation udgør et vigtigt design-
kriterium for videreudvikling af bredb˚ands-swept sources med høj tuning hastighed.
v
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1. Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a relatively young imaging technique that has
been developed since the early 1990s [2]. OCT non-invasively generates hi-resolution
two- or three-dimensional images of scattering samples and has its main applications
in medicine and biological research. With micrometer resolution and millimeter pene-
tration depth, it fills the gap between other imaging modalities providing either deeper
penetration (e. g. ultra-sound) or very high resolution (e. g. confocal microscopy).
OCT is based on one-dimensional interferometric reflectometry and ranging techniques
that were developed during the 1980s for inspection of optical fibers and waveguide
devices [3–5] or for eye length measurements [6, 7]. In 1991, Huang et al. extended the
technique by a lateral scan in order to acquire cross-sectional images of the sample, and
coined the term optical coherence tomography [2]. They examined biological specimen,
like human retina and coronary artery, and demonstrated thus the potential for medical
applications.
In 1996, the first system for ophthalmology was commercialized by Humphrey Instru-
ments (now subsidiary of Carl Zeiss Meditec), and since then, OCT became a standard
technique for diagnosing retinal diseases and for treatment monitoring [8, 9]. During
the past years, systems for intra-vascular imaging entered the market and are expected
to become established instruments in cardiology [10, 11]. Intensive research focuses on
the development of OCT for other fields such as dermatology [12, 13], gastroenterol-
ogy [14–16], pulmonology [17], and urology [18]. Typical applications are detection and
classification of cancer and pre-cancer conditions, as well as treatment monitoring or
surgery guidance. OCT has also become a valuable tool for developmental biology [19],
and can be applied for various technical purposes, e. g. non-destructive material testing
or contact free thickness measurements [20].
OCT maps the intensity of light backscattered from different depths in the sample.
It gains contrast from variations or discontinuities in the index of refraction and images
thus the internal sample structure. In addition, a variety of functional extensions enable
spatially resolved measurement of other quantities, such as birefringence [21], flow of
liquid [22,23], elasticity [24], distribution of various substances [25], or optical properties
[26,27].
Biomedical imaging applications typically utilize the optical window between 600 nm
and 1300 nm [28]. Due to low absorption by water, wavelengths around 800 nm have
traditionally been used for retinal OCT imaging where the probing beam has to pass the
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vitreous humor twice. Light at 1300 nm is useful for deep penetration into most tissues,
such as skin or the coronary artery wall, because of lower absorption by melanin [29]
and decreased scattering [30,31]. The intermediate range around 1060 nm is interesting
for deep penetration into the layers beneath the retina (choroid and sclera) [32], because
water absorption is lower than at 1300 nm and scattering is weaker than for shorter
wavelengths. It is also advantageous for imaging in eyes affected by a cataract [33],
and may hence become established in clinical OCT systems, as soon as certain technical
challenges have been solved.
There are different ways to implement an OCT system, and the optimal choice de-
pends strongly on the application. Most state-of-the-art research systems acquire the
data in the frequency domain, i. e. they probe the sample response to illumination at
different optical frequencies [34]. This can be done using a broadband light source for
illumination and a spectrometer for detection [35, 36]. Alternatively, one can use a sin-
gle photodetector in conjunction with a tunable narrowband light source [37, 38], also
called a swept source. Governed by the availability of necessary hardware, OCT sys-
tems operating below 1000 nm are almost exclusively spectrometer-based, whereas most
“long-wave” systems employ a swept source [39].
A swept source is typically a continuously tunable laser based upon a semiconductor
gain medium. Semiconductors are very compact, efficient, and convenient in handling,
and enable—in contrast to doped crystals or fibers—very fast tuning and even tailoring
of the gain spectrum. With fiber-coupled semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) and
other components developed for telecommunication, one can implement stable and ro-
bust fiber-based swept sources [40], most prominent the so-called Fourier domain mode-
locked (FDML) lasers [41], which enable ultra-fast image acquisition [42].
Swept source OCT (SS-OCT) at 1060 nm is interesting for in vivo retinal imaging,
because it enables the acquisition of large 3D-volumes in a very short time [43], thereby
minimizing the impact of motion artifacts [44] caused by permanent movements of the
eye. However, the implementation of suitable light sources for this band is more challeng-
ing than for the 1300 nm range, which offers a variety of highly developed components
for telecommunication. During the past few years, similar components have also become
available for the 1060 nm band, however these exhibit generally lower performance. SOAs
have lower peak gain, their bandwidth is narrower and they provide less optical power.
Passive components, such as optical isolators or circulators, suitable for broadband op-
eration are hardly available or very expensive. Furthermore, conventional optical fibers
exhibit strong chromatic dispersion in the 1060 nm range, which is a limiting factor for
the performance of FDML lasers [45].
The aim of this project is to investigate a number of concepts to improve the per-
formance of swept sources at 1060 nm. We have developed a prototype FDML laser
incorporating a tapered semiconductor gain chip that generates abundant output power.
Although swept source power in the 1060 nm band can be boosted with ytterbium-doped
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fiber amplifiers (YDFAs) [43, 46, 47], an exclusively semiconductor-based approach, as
we present, offers considerably greater flexibility for future development.
An approach to compensate for chromatic dispersion in this setup by using a specialty
photonic crystal fiber (PCF) has not improved the overall performance. However, as the
experiment revealed, increasing the gain with an additional SOA is a viable method for
achieving stable broadband FDML operation, even under non-ideal conditions.
We have implemented another simplified prototype swept source featuring a new broad-
band SOA with a gain spectrum coinciding perfectly with the local water absorption
minimum at 1060 nm. By rapid modulation of the pump current, we can optimize the
light source spectrum and improve the depth resolution achievable in OCT imaging.
Motivated by the continuing development of broadband light sources, we have inves-
tigated numerically how the water absorption bands above and below 1060 nm impair
the OCT resolution, and whether compensation by shaping the light source spectrum
is feasible. As our simulation shows, currently available swept sources are only mini-
mally affected as long as their spectrum is centered on the absorption minimum. This
applies to both prototypes we have developed in this project. We also obtain a general
relationship for the optimal center wavelength depending on the bandwidth, which is an
important design criterion for future development of ultra-broadband swept sources.
By acquiring in vivo OCT images of the human retina using both light source pro-
totypes, we have demonstrated the feasibility of the technologies under investigation.
From the practical experience with both configurations, we can derive directions for
future development that will lead to the next generation of high-performance swept
sources.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the necessary background
information on OCT in general and more specifically on swept sources. The subsequent
chapters present the implementation and performance characterization of the high-power
swept source (Chapter 3) and the broadband swept source (Chapter 4). Chapter 5 covers
the numerical simulation of the effects of water absorption on the imaging performance.
Chapter 6 shows retinal images acquired with both prototypes, and discusses the light
source performance in OCT imaging. Chapter 7 summarizes all results and puts them
into perspective with the continuing development of swept sources.
3

2. Fundamentals
This chapter provides the fundamental knowledge that this project is based on. It is
divided into two parts. Sec. 2.1 covers the theoretical framework of optical coherence
tomography (OCT), explains which factors influence the performance, and gives a brief
overview ofr functional imaging modalities and biomedical applications. Sec. 2.2 focuses
specifically on swept sources. It explains the key parameters for swept source OCT
performance, different swept source embodiments, and important methods for data pro-
cessing and performance characterization. It also includes a description of the type of
light source that our prototypes are based upon and of the methods that we are using
for characterization.
2.1. Optical coherence tomography
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an interferometric technique that detects re-
flected or backscattered light from turbid optical media and retrieves depth-resolved
reflectivity profiles of the sample. In every optical coherence tomography (OCT) sys-
tem, the reflections from the sample interfere with a reference beam originating from
the same light source as the probing beam. From the resulting interferogram, one de-
rives the reflectivity profile along the beam axis. This one-dimensional depth scan is
commonly termed A-scan, in analogy to ultrasound imaging. By scanning the probing
beam laterally across the sample, OCT systems perform many adjacent A-scans, which
are then combined into two- or three-dimensional images (called B-scans or C-scans,
respectively).
This chapter provides a theoretical description of the signal generation and describes
different ways of implementing OCT (Sec. 2.1.1). It discusses the important system
parameters (Sec. 2.1.2) and the influence of sample properties (Sec. 2.1.3). It also gives
a brief overview of functional OCT imaging (Sec. 2.1.4) and the typical applications of
OCT (Sec. 2.1.5). The theory part in Sec. 2.1.1 includes the important equations for
understanding the underlying principles of OCT, but no detailed derivations. Those
can be found in any textbook covering interference phenomena and coherence theory of
electro-magnetic waves, e. g. Fundamentals of Photonics by Saleh and Teich [48].
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2.1.1. Principle of operation
The variety of different OCT implementations can be divided into two classes depending
on whether the depth-sectioning is performed in the time domain or in the frequency
domain. Time domain OCT (TD-OCT) systems were the first to be implemented [2].
They work on the principle of low coherence interferometry (LCI), a technique for de-
termining the time that light needs to travel a short distance to a reflecting structure
and back. Direct measurement of the time of flight is normally not possible, but by
means of LCI, one can compare the time delay relative to light traveling along a ref-
erence path. In order to understand this principle, let us assume a simple Michelson
interferometer (Fig. 2.1, left). Incident beams from a light source with power spectral
density Ssrc(ω) are reflected from a sample surface with reflectivity RS and a reference
mirror with reflectivity RR, and interfere afterwards on a detector. The spectral density
on the detector is then
(2.1)
Sdet(ω, τ) =
1
4
(RR +RS)Ssrc(ω)
± 1
2
√
RRRS Ssrc(ω) cos(ω τ),
where ω is the angular frequency of the electromagnetic field and τ the time delay
between the light propagating in the two interferometer arms.∗ The sign of the second
term depends on the phase shift in the beam splitter. It is positive at one interferometer
output and and negative at the other.†
A single detector (e. g. a photodiode) at the interferometer output measures the inte-
grated intensity
Idet(τ) =
∫ ∞
0
Sdet(ω, τ)dω
=
1
4
(RR +RS)Isrc ± 1
2
√
RRRS Isrc |γ(τ)| cos(ωc τ), (2.2)
where ωc is the center frequency and γ(τ) = 〈E∗src(t)Esrc(t+ τ)〉/Isrc is the normalized
auto-correlation function, or coherence function, of the probing light. According to the
Wiener-Khintchin theorem, γ(τ) is the Fourier transform of Ssrc(ω). |γ|= 1 if τ = 0 and
goes to zero if |τ | becomes large compared to the coherence time, τcoh, which is a measure
of the width of |γ|. The second term in Eq. 2.2 contains hence information about the
relative position of the sample surface. As τ varies, there will be a modulation of the
detected intensity as long as τ ≈ τcoh (Fig. 2.1, right). From this condition arises the
∗In the following derivations, we will express all relations in terms of ω and τ , as it is typically done in
coherence theory. Later on, for discussing OCT performance, we will use more intuitive quantities,
namely the ordinary optical frequency ν = 1
2pi
ω, and the distance z = 1
2
c τ measured from the
reference plane, where c is the speed of light.
†In a Michelson interferometer, the input port is at the same time also an output.
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Figure 2.1.: Left: Every OCT system uses an interferometer to determine the time delay,
τ , between light reflected from a sample and light traveling a reference path.
Right: Time domain interferogram resulting from a single sample reflection.
so-called coherence gate, a narrow range in the sample beam around the point where the
optical path length equals the length of reference path. If the coherence gate is scanned
(by a translation of the reference mirror) through a sample consisting of multiple partially
reflective layers, only reflections within the coherence gate contribute to the modulation
of Idet. Given by the Fourier transform relationships, τcoh is inversely proportional to the
spectral width, ∆ω, of the probing light, i. e. by using a broadband light source, one can
create a narrow coherence gate for discriminating reflections from different positions.
The signal from multiple weakly reflective layers with reflectivity Ri is
(2.3)
Idet =
1
4
Isrc(RR +
∑
i
Ri)
+
1
2
Isrc
∑
i 6=j
√
RiRj |γ(τij)| cos(ωc τij)
± 1
2
Isrc
∑
i
√
RRRi |γ(τi)| cos(ωc τi),
where τi is the time delay between the reference path and the i-th layer and τij =
τi − τj . The signal is contained in the third term of Eq. 2.3, whereas the second term
arising from interference between the different reflections within the sample adds to the
constant background. The summands in the signal term carry not only information
about the positions of reflecting structures, but through
√
Ri also a measure of their
reflectivity. The envelope of Idet (as function of the reference mirror position) retrieved
by demodulation yields thus the reflectivity profile along the probing beam axis. The
envelope of the interference term from a single reflection, given by |γ(τ)|, is called the
axial point spread function (PSF). Because the signal amplitude also scales with
√
RR,
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very weak reflections can be detected with appropriate adjustment of the reference arm
intensity.
A dual balanced detector that measures the intensity difference between both interfer-
ometer outputs cancels out the contributions not arising from interference between the
sample beam and the reference beam (i. e. the first and second term in Eq. 2.3) [49, 50].
By eliminating the intensity baseline, one can thus use the full dynamic range of the
detection system for the actual signal and suppress a large proportion of the intensity
noise.
Using Eq. 2.1, we can also derive the principle of depth scanning in frequency domain
OCT (FD-OCT). With a constant time delay, τ , the detected power spectral density,
Sdet(ω), is modulated with a frequency proportional to τ . In the presence of multiple
reflecting layers in the probing beam, the spectrum is a superposition of different fre-
quency components that can be discriminated by a Fourier transform [34]. Hence, by
measuring the spectral response of the interferometer, one can locate the position of the
reflecting layers without changing the reference path length.
There are two basic ways to measure Sdet as a function of the optical frequency.
One can illuminate the interferometer with broadband light and separate the spectral
components with a spectrometer at the output [34–36]. This method is termed spectral
domain OCT (SD-OCT). Alternatively, using a tunable narrowband light source, one can
probe with different optical frequencies sequentially and measure the output intensity
with a single photodetector [37, 38, 51]. Such a light source performs a sweep over a
broad range of optical frequencies, which led to the term swept source OCT (SS-OCT)‡.
We can understand the principle of FD-OCT by looking at a swept source system.
(A similar derivation, with some quantities redefined, is also applicable to SD-OCT.) A
swept source has an instantaneous line spectrum, Sl, of narrow, but non-zero width with
a varying center frequency, ωl. The instantaneous intensity of the light source varies
typically with ωl:
Isrc(ωl) =
∫ ∞
0
Sl(ωl, ω)dω. (2.4)
By adapting Eq. 2.2, we can now derive the detected intensity at the interferometer
output (Fig. 2.2, left), assuming a single reflection from a sample with time delay τS :
(2.5)
Idet(ωl) =
1
4
(RR +RS)Isrc(ωl)
± 1
2
√
RRRS Isrc(ωl) |γl(τS)| cos(ωl τS).
‡Throughout the literature, there is no uniform terminology for the OCT schemes with frequency
domain depth sectioning. The terms “frequency domain OCT” and “spectral domain OCT” may be
interchanged, or “Fourier domain OCT” may be used for either one. “swept source OCT” is also
called “optical frequency domain imaging”, while spectrometer-based OCT was formerly referred to
as “spectral radar”.
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ωl
Idet
RR = 1RS = 0.1|γl| = 1
τ
|FT{Idet}|
0 +τS-τS
Figure 2.2.: Left: Frequency domain interferogram resulting from a single sample reflec-
tion. Right: Fourier transform of the interferogram.
γl is the normalized coherence function of Sl. In order to understand its influence,
we assume here that |γl| does not vary with ωl, although it generally does, to some
extent [52, 53]. In the second term of Eq. 2.5, Isrc forms a spectral envelope to the
cosine, while the factor |γl| reduces the amplitude when τS becomes large compared to
the coherence time of γl. The latter effect can be understood as a result of the non-zero
linewidth that limits the ability to resolve very fast modulations in the spectrum.
The Fourier transform (FT) of the detected signal into the time domain is then
FT{Idet}(τ) =1
4
(RR +RS) FT{Isrc}(τ)
± 1
2
√
RRRS |γl(τS)| FT{Isrc}(τ) (2.6)
⊗ [δ(τ − τS) + δ(τ + τS)] ,
where ⊗ denotes a convolution and δ the Dirac delta function. It comprises a peak
centered at zero, plus a peak at τ = τS representing the reflection (Fig. 2.2, right).
Because the Fourier transform is performed on a real even function, it yields also a
mirror peak at τ = −τS . This ambiguity divides the effective imaging range in half,
if one does not retrieve the full analytical signal of the interferogram with additional
measures [54–60]. All peaks are convolved with FT{Isrc(ωl)}, which is the point spread
function (PSF) in FD-OCT. The peak width is hence inversely proportional to the
spectral bandwidth of the swept source. Due to the factor |γl|, the peak amplitude drops
when τS gets large. This is often referred to as sensitivity roll-off. In case of multiple
reflections from the sample, the equations get an additional term (analogous to Eq. 2.3)
caused by the interference between these reflections. After the Fourier transform, these
create a weak parasitic signal in the vicinity of τ = 0.
Similar equations are also valid for SD-OCT. The power spectrum of the broadband
light source takes then the place of Isrc(ωl), and the sensitivity roll-off arises from the
limited spectral resolution of the spectrometer and the pixel-size of the detector array.
None of the different OCT embodiments can be singled out as generally superior.
The optimal choice always depends on the specific application. In recent years, FD-
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OCT has become increasingly popular for research and medical applications, due to
its significantly higher imaging speed. FD-OCT allows for very high A-scan rates, be-
cause it requires no mechanical scanning of the reference path length. This advantage
comes, however, at the cost of higher data processing complexity, sensitivity roll-off,
and signal ambiguity for positive and negative delays that requires additional measures
for compensation [54–60]. The choice between SD-OCT or SS-OCT depends mainly on
the operating wavelength range [39]. For wavelengths below 1000 nm, SD-OCT is fa-
vored because silicon-based line cameras with sufficient pixel number and high read-out
speed are readily available. Higher wavelengths require InGaAs-based cameras that are
more expensive and not as technologically advanced. However, high-performance swept
sources for the 1300 nm range can be implemented using semiconductor gain-media and
optical components developed for telecommunication. During the past few years, similar
components have also become available for the intermediate band between 1000 nm and
1100 nm. While in SS-OCT the light source is highly complex, the detection hardware
is comparably simple. This enables uncomplicated implementation of dual balanced
detection or ultra-high speed image acquisition with multiple probing beams [42, 43].
Furthermore, SS-OCT is less affected by sample motion than SD-OCT [44], and it can
provide a significantly longer depth range [61–64].
2.1.2. Figures of merit
A number of characteristics are important to describe the performance of an OCT system
and to compare OCT with other imaging techniques.
The main strength of OCT is the depth resolution or axial resolution. It is defined as
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the point spread function (PSF), which is
given by the Fourier transform of the light source power spectrum (Eqs. 2.2 and 2.6). For
a Gaussian spectrum with FWHM ∆ν, the axial resolution in a medium with refractive
index n is
δz =
2 ln 2
pi
c
n ∆ν
(2.7)
≈ 2 ln 2
pi
λ2c
n ∆λ
≈ 0.44 λ
2
c
n ∆λ
. (2.8)
Eq. 2.8 is commonly used for expressing this relationship in terms of the wavelength
bandwidth, ∆λ, and the center wavelength, λc.
§ With typical light sources, for instance
superluminescent diodes (SLDs), a resolution around 5–10 µm (in biological tissue, n ≈
1.4) is possible, whereas ultra broadband light sources, such as femtosecond lasers or
supercontinuum sources, can provide a resolution of few micrometers or less [65–68].
§Statements about the “theoretical resolution” derived from the light source bandwidth should be
treated with care. Many authors often ignore the fact that Eq. 2.8 is a first-order approximation
and hence inaccurate with increasing ∆λ. Furthermore, the equation is frequently applied to non-
Gaussian spectra where it is hardly meaningful at all.
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The transverse resolution of OCT is moderate, typically several 10 µm. In contrast
to most optical microscopy techniques, such as confocal microscopy [69], OCT gains
depth resolution not from an objective with high numerical aperture (NA), but from the
coherence gate. Hence, one uses normally a low NA objective that provides a long depth
of focus covering the entire depth range. This results, however, in a relatively wide focal
spot. A number of techniques have been developed that permit focusing tightly for high
transverse resolution while maintaining a long imaging depth range. TD-OCT allows for
dynamic focusing, i. e. during each A-scan, the sharp focus can be shifted through the
sample synchronously with the coherence gate. In FD-OCT, several images acquired at
the same site with different focal planes can be compounded [70, 71]. In both domains,
one can implement optical coherence microscopy (OCM), where so-called en-face images
are acquired in a plane transverse to the probing beam [72]. OCM combines the high
spatial resolution of confocal microscopy with the depth-selective coherence gate of OCT.
The penetration depth of OCT into typical biological samples is on the order of 1–2 mm,
which is higher than that of most other high-resolution imaging techniques. OCT closes
hence the gap between modalities providing either deep penetration (e. g. ultra-sound)
or very high resolution (e. g. confocal microscopy).
Important for deep penetration into scattering samples is a high sensitivity, which is
defined as the smallest detectable reflectivity. The sensitivity mostly depends on the
detection efficiency and noise sources present in the system. Most OCT systems achieve
a sensitivity in the range of 90–100 dB. In FD-OCT, the sensitivity roll-off can be an
additional limiting factor for the imaging range. SD-OCT systems with high-resolution
spectrometers can maintain a roll-off ≤ 6 dB¶ up to z ≈ 2 mm [73]. With special swept
sources, this range can be longer than 10 mm [64].
The imaging speed is primarily given by the A-scan acquisition rate and is therefore
limited by the reference path scanning velocity in TD-OCT, the line camera read-out
rate in SD-OCT, or the sweep rate of the light source in SS-OCT. Fast image acquisition
is important for sampling large volumes—especially for in vivo imaging where sample
motion cannot be avoided [44]—and it opens the possibility of observing dynamic phe-
nomena temporally resolved [74, 75]. State-of-the-art research systems feature A-scan
rates up to several hundred kilohertz. The fastest high-quality imaging reported to date
was demonstrated in a multi-beam SS-OCT system performing 20.8 million A-scans per
second [42].
2.1.3. Optical properties of the sample
Apart from the hardware parameters, the performance of OCT imaging is also influenced
by sample properties. Absorption and scattering attenuate the signal, thereby reducing
the penetration depth [30]. A mismatch of chromatic dispersion in the sample and the
¶Which corresponds to a 50% reduction of the interferogram amplitude.
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Figure 2.3.: Left: The wavelength band between 600 nm and 1300 nm is well suited
for optical imaging, due to relatively low absorption by typical tissue con-
stituents. Adapted from [81]. Right: In addition to wavelengths below
900 nm, there is an intermediate range around 1060 nm, where sufficiently
low water absorption permits retinal imaging. Note: transmission through
50 mm water corresponds approximately to a double-pass through a human
eye. Data from [82].
reference path leads to a degradation of axial resolution, and should be compensated by
inserting dispersive elements into the reference arm [76] or by signal-processing [77,78].
In biological tissue, the maximum imaging depth is limited by strong scattering [79].
Scattering arises from variations in the index of refraction between different tissue con-
stituents and the surrounding medium [80]. It is dependent on the size and shape of
present scatterers, hence the macroscopic scattering properties of different tissue types
can vary considerably. Absorption can mostly be avoided by an appropriate choice of
the wavelength band. Between 600 nm and 1300 nm, the absorption by water and other
typical tissue constituents like melanin or hemoglobin is low (Fig. 2.3, left) and forms an
optical window [28].
The selection of an operating wavelength within this window depends on the require-
ments of the application. Light at 1300 nm allows for deep penetration into most tissues,
such as skin, arterial wall, or mucosa [31, 79], because absorption by melanin [83] and
scattering [84–86] decrease with increasing wavelength. Longer wavelengths, e. g. around
1550 nm or 1700 nm, may enable even deeper penetration for applications where water
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absorption has no significant influence [87,88]. However, these wavelength ranges are not
suited for probing the human posterior eye segment in vivo due to strong signal atten-
uation by water, which is the main constituent of the eye [89]. Commonly, wavelengths
around 800 nm, where absorption by water is very low, are used for retinal imaging.
There is also an intermediate range around 1060 nm with relatively low water absorp-
tion (Fig. 2.3, right). This spectral window is attractive, because weaker absorption in
the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and decreased scattering in tissue compared to
the shorter wavelengths permit deep penetration into the choroid and the sclera beneath
the retina [32,90]. It proved also beneficial for imaging in eyes affected by a cataract [33],
and it exhibits minimal chromatic dispersion in water [91].
OCT images of highly scattering samples, like most biological tissues, are subject to
speckles, i. e. a grainy fine structure caused by interference of light reflected from many
randomly distributed scatterers within the probing volume [92]. Speckle characteris-
tics, such as the size and the intensity distribution, can provide additional information
about the underlying scatterers [93, 94]. However, the speckle texture obscures small
features in the image and is usually considered a source of noise. Numerous speckle
reduction methods have therefore been developed and applied to OCT [92]. Some are
based on incoherent addition of several signals from the same location under varying
conditions, e. g. angular compounding [95], spatial compounding [96,97], and frequency
compounding [98]. Where compounding is not feasible different image processing tech-
niques can be applied to suppress speckle, e. g. various types of smoothing filters, de-
convolution [99, 100], wavelet analysis [101], rotating kernel transformation [102], and
anisotropic diffusion [103].
2.1.4. Functional imaging
In the basic implementation, OCT generates reflectivity images, which are related to
the internal morphology of a sample. However, there are a variety of possibilities for ex-
tracting additional functional information, such as polarization properties, local motion,
chemical composition or optical and mechanical properties of the sample.
Polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) detects the polarization state of the of the
light backscattered from the sample [21, 104], which can be influenced by birefringent,
diattenuating, or depolarizing structures [105–107]. Different implementations of PS-
OCT can measure the phase retardation between the orthogonal polarization states
[21, 104], the Stokes vector of the backscattered light [108], Mu¨ller and Jones matrix
distribution [109, 110], optical axis orientation [111], and diattenuation [106]. PS-OCT
data have proven valuable for delineating different layers in retinal images [112], for
visualizing the orientation of birefringent fiber layers [107] or for detecting strain fields
in material samples [113].
By analyzing the OCT signal, one can extract the Doppler shift of the backscattered
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light caused, for instance, by blood flow in tissue [22,23]. State-of-the-art Doppler OCT
systems, which derive the velocity from the phase difference between two subsequent
A-scans [114], enable high-resolution, real-time imaging with sub-millimeter per second
velocity sensitivity.
OCT is also capable of detecting microscopic displacements or motion within a sample.
In conjunction with the controlled application of stress (force per unit area) or vibrations,
one can thus map the elasticity of a specimen. Several approaches are commonly referred
to as optical coherence elastography [115], for instance, tracking local displacements in
the speckle pattern during application of constant stress [24, 116, 117] or detecting the
Doppler shift while exciting mechanical vibrations in the material [118–121].
A wide variety of extensions to OCT have been developed to retrieve information
about the chemical composition of a sample [25, 122]. For instance, spectroscopic OCT
aims at detecting substances, such as hemoglobin, by identifying the absorption finger
prints within the broad light source spectrum [123, 124] or by comparing the signal
attenuation in different wavelength bands [125,126]. OCT can also gain specific contrast
from coherent non-linear processes [127], e. g. second harmonic generation or coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) [128].
Furthermore, exogenous contrast agents can provide specificity. These can, for in-
stance, be near-infrared (NIR) dyes in conjunction with spectroscopic OCT [129] or with
a pump-probe technique [130], or microspheres [131, 132] and nanoparticles [133, 134],
which locally enhance the scattering. One can, for example, utilize them in order to
increase the contrast between blood vessels and surrounding tissue [131], or target them
to specific markers [129], e. g. receptors expressed on diseased or cancerous cells [135].
By analyzing reflectivity-based A-scans, one can extract optical properties, such as
the refractive index [26] or the scattering coefficients [27, 136, 137], for instance in or-
der to detect and characterize pathologic changes in tissue samples. However, since
the contributions of scattering and absorption are difficult to separate, the focus of re-
search in recent years has been instead on deriving diagnostic information from the total
attenuation coefficient [138–141].
2.1.5. Applications
OCT has found manifold applications in medicine and biology, as well as a variety of
technical applications.
In ophthalmology, OCT is used for direct imaging of the ocular structure in the anterior
and posterior segments of the human eye [142–144]. OCT has been very successful as a
non-invasive, contact-free modality capable of generating high-resolution cross-sectional
images of retinal structures that are inaccessible with any other technique (Fig. 2.4,
left). It is today the clinical standard for diagnosis and treatment control in retinal
diseases, such as age related macular degeneration [145], diabetic retinopathy [146,147],
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Figure 2.4.: Left: OCT image of the fovea at the center of a healthy human retina
[1]. Right: OCT image of a stented porcine coronary artery with a tissue
prolapse between the stent struts (asterisk) [153].
and glaucoma [148]. Additionally, OCT is a valuable instrument for nearly all fields of
ophthalmology, such as monitoring and follow-up after eye surgery, detecting macular
holes and vascular occlusions, as well as examination of the anterior eye segment [149–
152].
Integrated into an endoscope, OCT has also become a powerful tool for cardiology
[10]. Similar to intravascular ultrasound imaging, OCT can visualize cross-sections of
the coronary artery walls, however with substantially higher resolution [154]. Intensive
research aims at the detection and classification of vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques
that can lead to myocardial infarctions [11, 155–159]. The major clinical application
of intravascular OCT is currently monitoring and follow-up for percutaneous coronary
interventions [160], especially for the deployment of coronary stents (Fig. 2.4, right)
[161–165].
From its onset, the potential of OCT as instrument for dermatology was investigated,
and it appeared promising for examination skin abnormalities that are difficult to assess
by visual inspection. Hence, most research has focused on non-melanoma skin can-
cer (NMSC). In NMSC diagnosis, OCT can potentially reduce the number of invasive
skin biopsies, assist in finding an optimal location for a biopsy or measure tumor thick-
ness [166]. However, despite many promising initial results in research, OCT has not
yet been established in clinical dermatology. Although it can visualize changes in the
skin morphology occurring in NMSC lesions [167–169], the reliable discrimination of
malignant lesions from benign ones is considerably more challenging [13,170,171].
OCT also has the potential for numerous other applications in both medical research
and in the clinical environment. It is promising for cancer diagnosis, especially as an
alternative to excisional biopsies [172, 173]. In conjunction with endoscopy, OCT can
access hollow organs like the gastrointestinal tract [14–16], the bronchi [17] and the
urinary bladder [18]. Subcutaneous imaging needles [174–176] and forward imaging
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probes [177–179] enable minimally invasive examination in many areas. OCT may also
become a modality for surgery guidance, e. g. for the intra-operative identification of
metastatic lymph nodes in breast cancer patients [180,181] in order to reduce the number
of unnecessary resections.
In addition to the various medical applications, OCT has become an established tech-
nique for studying small-animal models in developmental biology [19]. It has, for example,
been used for anatomical and functional imaging of the developing cardiovascular sys-
tem in different species, such as frog tadpoles [182, 183], avian embryos [184–187], and
mouse embryos [188]. These studies aim for better understanding of the cause of heart
malformations, which are the leading cause of birth defect-related deaths in humans.
Although the majority of applications for OCT are in the biomedical field, it is also
being used for many other purposes [20]. To name a few examples, OCT can perform
precise characterization of surface profiles and measure the thickness and refractive index
in thin-film structures. It enables non-destructive sub-surface examination of various
materials and monitoring of processes in microfluidic systems. Furthermore, OCT proved
a valuable tool for archeology and arts conservation [189].
2.2. Swept sources
Swept source OCT (SS-OCT) requires a highly specialized light source. This sec-
tion provides a discussion of the key characteristics for high-performance swept sources
(Sec. 2.2.1). It introduces the typical swept source implementations along with alterna-
tive approaches (Sec. 2.2.2), and it explains the important methods for data processing
and light source characterization (Sec. 2.2.3). This also includes a description of the
type of swept source that we are working with and of our methods for the performance
characterization.
2.2.1. Figures of merit
Every light source for OCT must span a broad spectral bandwidth in order to enable a
high axial resolution (Eq. 2.7). In case of a swept source, this corresponds to the tuning
range or sweep range. Often, the FWHM of the spectral envelope, Isrc, is stated as
the bandwidth, although it has little value for comparing light sources with spectra of
different shape. In this thesis, the term bandwidth always refers to the total spectral
range where frequency-swept narrowband light is emitted. Current broadband swept
sources for the 1060 nm range can have a bandwidth wider than 110 nm [47,190].
However, not only the bandwidth is important, but also the spectral shape. The point
spread function (PSF)—given by the Fourier transform of Isrc (Eq. 2.2, Eq. 2.6)—should
preferably have low side-lobes, since these limit the dynamic range. For a given total
bandwidth, different spectra may be used to trade-off axial resolution and dynamic range,
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similar to window functions in spectral analysis [191]. In TD-OCT and SD-OCT, this
principle can be exploited to a limited extent by numerical apodization of the recorded
signals [192,193], whereas actual shaping of a broadband light source spectrum requires
complex spectral filters [194]. In contrast, swept sources permit direct arbitrary spectral
shaping by power regulation simultaneous with the frequency sweep [195].
Another important figure is the sweep rate, which determines the image acquisition
speed. Unless an OCT system scans the samples with several beams simultaneously
[42, 43], it performs one A-scan per frequency sweep. Commercial swept sources with
100 kHz sweep rate have recently become available, whereas a sweep rate of more than
5 MHz has been achieved with a research system [42].
The linewidth of most swept sources is relatively broad compared to typical lasers,
usually several 10 GHz. The resulting coherence length of a few millimeters is suffi-
cient for many biomedical applications, although some applications may require longer
imaging ranges up to several 10 mm [62,64].
Furthermore, a swept source must provide sufficient output power to achieve a good
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Biological samples are normally probed with a sample beam
power close to the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) level. For the eye, this power
level is relatively low (∼2 mW‖), but other tissues can tolerate higher exposure. Cer-
tain system designs can also increase the power demand, for instance an interferometer
architecture that retrieves an increased proportion of the light from the sample at the
expense of higher losses on the input side [73] or simultaneous scanning with multiple
beams [42,47]. Preferably, a swept source should emit several 10 mW average power for
typical OCT applications.
2.2.2. Implementation
The commonly used swept sources are tunable lasers, which can perform a rapid, con-
tinuous frequency sweep. Different setups have been realized using laser crystals [37],
rare-earth doped fibers [197, 198] or semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) as gain
medium [38]. The latter have the advantage of a very short excited-state lifetime
(nanoseconds), which enables very fast tuning. Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs)
are very compact, efficient and easy to handle due to direct electric pumping. They fea-
ture high gain and broad bandwidth, and they are available for many wavelength ranges.
Fiber-coupled SOA modules enable uncomplicated implementation of alignment-free all-
fiber swept sources (Fig. 2.5 a), which have gained great popularity in the scientific en-
vironment [40,199].
‖The MPE is defined by the standards IEC 60825 and ANSI Z136.1. The power level depends on the
exposure time, illuminated area on retina and other parameters. For wavelengths above 1000 nm,
1.5–2 mW is commonly considered safe for 10 s exposure [43,196].
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Figure 2.5.: Fiber-based swept source configurations. a: simple tunable laser, b: Fourier-
domain mode-locked laser, c: optional buffering stage.
A difficulty with this type of light source arises from the polarization-dependent gain of
SOAs and bend-induced birefringence in optical fibers. Wavelength-dependent rotation
of the propagating light’s polarization state can impair or even suppress the lasing at
some wavelengths, leading to a “notched” or discontinuous light source spectrum. A po-
larization controller can to some extent compensate for this effect, but good adjustment
for a broad wavelength range can be difficult, in practice.
For applications in the 1060 nm range with high power demand, the SOA can be
complemented with an ytterbium-doped fiber amplifier (YDFA) [43,46,200]. However,
the YDFA gain spectrum offers little flexibility and can limit the bandwidth of the light
source [200]. Furthermore, one must take care of the hazard of self-pulsing [201] to
ensure patient safety and to avoid hardware damage.
Another key component of a swept source is a rapidly tunable filter that selects which
optical frequencies are amplified in the resonator. Two approaches have found wide-
spread application. One utilizes a diffraction grating in conjunction with different kinds
of beam deflectors, such as galvanometer-mounted mirrors [38], rotating polygon mirrors
[202,203], or mirrors actuated by micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) [204]. Also
electro-optic [205] and acousto-optic [206] deflectors have been investigated, but have
until now not shown sufficient performance. Similarly, Fabry-Perot filters tuned by
piezo- or MEMS-actuators offer a broad tuning range and a sufficiently narrow linewidth
[40, 190]. Fiber-based Fabry-Perot filters have proven very valuable for swept source
development, since they are easy to handle and highly flexible [62,207], and they permit
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very high sweep rates up to 370 kHz [208].
Fabry-Perot filters or oscillating scanning mirrors can support broadband sweeping
with several 100 kHz repetition rate, but only with a bidirectional sweep (typically si-
nusoidal). This is a disadvantage, because the laser performance (output power and
coherence) is often significantly lower for one sweep direction [40, 199, 209], due to non-
linear effects in the SOA. Because the light being amplified undergoes a small negative
frequency shift, the laser operates best in the sweep direction with decreasing frequency—
or increasing wavelength, respectively—which is commonly termed the “forward” sweep
direction [40,199]. At high tuning speed, the backward sweep is normally useless, which
reduces the light source duty cycle by 50%.
Besides the maximum frequency supported by the tunable filter, the build-up time
for coherent laser light from spontaneous emission is a limitation for the sweep rate in
this type of laser [199]. Up to a certain sweep rate, light at each wavelength can pass
the filter transmission window for a sufficient number of round trips in the resonator
saturate the gain medium. If the sweep rate is increased beyond this limit, the output
power will drop. Lasing will be suppressed first at the wavelengths with lowest net gain
and will ultimately cease completely. This sweep rate limit is inversely proportional to
the resonator length, hence a short laser cavity enables rapid sweeping [190].
Alternatively, one can circumvent this limitation by synchronizing the filter sweep pe-
riod, τTF , with the resonator round-trip time, τrt, thus allowing the laser light to circulate
without interruption. This technique, called Fourier domain mode-locking (FDML) [41],
requires a very long resonator determined by the sweep rate that the tunable filter sup-
ports. This can be realized by a fiber delay line of several hundred meters to several
kilometers length (Fig. 2.5 b).
A challenge in the practical implementation of Fourier domain mode-locked (FDML)
lasers is chromatic dispersion in optical fibers, which prevents perfect frequency matching
for the entire sweep range [45]. Laser light at wavelengths with a frequency mismatch
is subject to increased loss in the tunable filter. This reduces the photon lifetime and
leads to a degradation of the instantaneous coherence length [63], or even to a decreased
sweep bandwidth [210]. However with adequate dispersion compensation, FDML lasers
can have a very high coherence length [63,64].
With a method called buffering [208], one can increase the light source sweep rate,
fsw, beyond the repetition rate of the tunable filter, fTF . While reducing the SOA duty
cycle by a factor of 2m (m ∈ N), one can split the laser output into 2m copies and
recombine them temporally delayed (Fig. 2.5 c). Thus, one can obtain a unidirectional
sweep with full duty cycle at fsw = 2
m · fTF [42, 43, 208, 211]. This, however, reduces
the average output power by a factor 2m+1, hence an additional booster SOA is often
necessary after the last buffering stage.
All swept sources that have been reported in practical OCT applications to date
are tunable lasers in one of the configurations described above. However, a number of
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alternative approaches have been investigated in the context of SS-OCT or are currently
under development. Built from the same components as the described fiber-based lasers,
a swept amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source enables very high sweep rates
without being limited by the build-up time for laser light [212]. It is, however, difficult
to operate, because several tunable filters must be precisely synchronized. Stretched
pulse supercontinuum sources can perform ultra-fast frequency-sweeps without an active
tuning mechanism [213], but have not shown sufficient SNR for OCT imaging of highly
scattering samples. They can, however, be used for nanometer-precision interferometric
profilometry [214]. Recently, dispersion-tuned mode-locked lasers have been proposed for
SS-OCT, and sweep rates up to 500 kHz have been demonstrated [215, 216]. However,
laser output power and bandwidth show significant degradation with increasing sweep
rate.
The most promising alternative technologies are compact diode lasers with integrated
tuning mechanism, for instance MEMS-tunable vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs), which operate inherently on a single optical frequency. A VCSEL-based
swept source for the 1300 nm band was recently presented, performing a continuous
sweep at 760 kHz with broad bandwidth and good coherence length [217]. Monolithic
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers realized at 1550 nm and 1300 nm have also
shown great potential for broadband high-speed tuning [218, 219]. They permit linear
frequency-sweeping at repetition rates of several hundred kilohertz and offer unprece-
dented flexibility for adjusting the light source characteristics to various purposes.
In this project, we explore possibilities for improving swept sources using new semi-
conductor gain media, while at the same time providing a prototype for subsequent OCT
studies. As platform, we have chosen the fiber-ring laser architecture (Fig. 2.5 a) with
a fiber-coupled Fabry-Perot tunable filter. This implementation enables uncomplicated
assembly of a mechanically stable light source requiring minimal alignment. At the same
time, it offers high flexibility for adapting details in the configuration and for adjust-
ing the operating parameters. It allows hassle-free coupling to measurement setups or
imaging systems via delivery fibers. Furthermore, implementing Fourier domain mode-
locking (FDML) for high speed sweeping is straight-forward, simply by inserting a fiber
delay line (Fig. 2.5 b).
2.2.3. Methods for data processing and signal characterization
This section describes important methods specifically related to SS-OCT. The first part
explains the acquisition of spectral interferograms with linear sampling in the optical fre-
quency domain, which is necessary for the subsequent discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
The second part covers the typical measurements yielding the key characteristics of a
swept source, such as the bandwidth and the spectral shape, or the performance figures
for OCT imaging, namely the achievable resolution, sensitivity and sensitivity roll-off.
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Signal linearization
The spectral interferograms generated in an FD-OCT system must be sampled in equal
intervals in the optical frequency domain. Otherwise, the DFT yields A-scan profiles
with degraded depth resolution and signal amplitude. The degradation gets worse with
increasing delay between sample and the reference path. A swept source can—depending
on the tunable filter in use—have a highly non-linear sweep. For instance, a Fabry-
Perot filter can at high sweep frequencies only follow a sinusoidal tuning curve. Data
acquisition in equal time intervals would thus lead to distorted interferograms, which
must be corrected before processing.
There are different approaches for retrieving the frequency-linear signal. One can send
a fraction of the light source output through an auxiliary interferometer (e. g. Fabry-
Perot type) with fixed free spectral range (FSR) thereby generating pulses of light at
equal frequency intervals, which can be used as clock for the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC). This method requires no further signal processing before the DFT, but pulse
jitter can introduce sampling errors [220], and many high-speed ADCs do not support
a variable external clock. Furthermore, the fixed FSR of the auxiliary interferometer
limits the spectral sampling resolution of the SS-OCT system, which in turn limits the
maximum probing depth. Alternatively, one can generate an interferogram (e. g. with
a Michelson or Mach-Zehnder interferometer), calculate the full analytical signal with a
Hilbert transform, and thus retrieve the phase, φ(t), of the oscillating signal:
φ(t) = 2piτνl(t) + φ0. (2.9)
νl is the instantaneous frequency of the swept source and τ is the delay in the aux-
iliary interferometer. φ0 is an unknown offset, because this method does not yield an
absolute value for the optical frequency, but only its relative temporal evolution. With
the corresponding value of φ assigned to each data point, one can now interpolate the
signal (e. g. with cubic splines or with a polynomial) and resample it in equal φ-intervals.
If the light source sweep is sufficiently stable, one can record the calibration curve,
φ(t), only once in a while instead of simultaneously to every A-scan. One can then use
the OCT interferometer for this purpose, e. g. by flipping a mirror into the sample arm
or by installing an additional auxiliary reference arm [43].
Swept source characterization
A number of measurements are typical for determining the performance of a swept
source.
With an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), one can visualize the absolute sweep range
on the wavelength scale. However, the information contained in such a spectrum has
otherwise rather little significance. A non-linear sweep of the light source leads to a
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distorted spectrum, because an OSA integrates the power spectral density over time.
For instance, for sinusoidally sweeping light sources, “horn”-like artifacts appear at one
or both ends of the sweep range if the sweep turning points are within the gain spectrum.
Furthermore, the OSA integrates over both sweep directions and can hence not show
the asymmetry in performance. By contrast, the instantaneous output power, Isrc(νl(t)),
monitored with a fast photodetector reveals directly the actual spectral shape for both
sweep directions and the stability of the output power from sweep to sweep.
Typically, we use an OSA to visualize the laser emission relative to the ASE back-
ground, and to measure the absolute sweep range. During sweep operation, we monitor
the instantaneous output power with an oscilloscope, which provides in real time all
information necessary for adjusting the control parameters (SOA current, filter tuning
voltage, polarization controller setting).
An important part of the characterization is the generation of PSFs with a simple
interferometer (typically Michelson or Mach-Zehnder). Plotted as function of the coor-
dinate z = c τ/2, the FWHM of the PSF peak yields the achievable axial resolution in
air. The height of the peaks for increasing delay, τ (or z, respectively), reveals the sen-
sitivity roll-off. Commonly, one plots 20 log10 of the linear signal. The PSF amplitude
represents then the relative reflectivity of the sample in dB.
For the PSFs, we generate interferograms with a fiber-based Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer (MZI) with dual balanced detection. In both interferometer arms, the light
propagates a variable distance in air between two fiber collimators. For a roll-off mea-
surement series, we record one phase curve in the same interferometer with short or
medium delay, and use it to linearize the interferograms we acquire subsequently.
To determine the sensitivity, one decreases the interferometer delay almost to zero
and attenuates the sample beam until the PSF peak is just visible above the noise floor.
The sensitivity is then the sum of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (on the 20 log10 scale)
and the attenuation. If the loss in the sample arm optics is known, one can include it in
the attenuation and thus calculate the theoretical maximum sensitivity achievable with
the light source. The sensitivity scales with the incident power on the sample, hence
this value must always be stated, as well. Different definitions of the noise level, e. g.
the standard deviation [199, 221] or the root mean square value [222] of the noise in a
certain z-range, can also lead values differing by several decibels.
We perform the sensitivity measurements either using the MZI or prior to OCT imag-
ing by inserting a mirror into the sample arm of the imaging interferometer. The latter
method provides a measure for the total system performance under the particular oper-
ating conditions. To determine the SNR, we record the standard deviation of the noise
floor in a range around the signal peak while the sample arm is blocked.
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SOAs for the 1060 nm range provide significantly lower output power than those for the
telecommunication bands around 1300 nm or 1550 nm. During the past few years, new
semiconductor gain chips with saturated output power approaching 100 mW became
available, but the risk of optical damage to the anti-reflection coated crystal facet limits
the average output of fiber-coupled SOA-modules to 20–30 mW. Depending on the laser
output coupling ratio and the need for optical isolators, the net laser output may then
be limited to 10–15 mW. This is sufficient for simple ophthalmic SS-OCT applications,
because for the eye, the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) is about 2 mW in the
1060 nm range (see note in Sec. 2.2.1). However, with continuing development, new con-
figurations with higher power demand emerge, e. g. ultra-high speed swept sources with
multiple buffering stages [43], or interferometers optimizing the light retrieval from the
sample at the expense of higher losses on the input side [73]. There are also applications
not related to OCT requiring swept sources with higher power, for instance pumping of
optical parametric oscillators for mid-infrared spectroscopy [223,224].
The power limitation can be overcome by using a special type of semiconductor gain
element, a so-called tapered amplifier (TA), which feature high saturation power and
a broad output facet and can thus emit up to several watts of light [225]. Previously,
Adhimoolam and Groß et al. demonstrated wavelength-swept lasers based on TAs in
free-space ring resonators with sweep rates up to 1 kHz [223,224].
We have integrated a broadband TA into a fiber-based swept source and prove its
feasibility for high-speed FDML operation and OCT imaging. We use the TA permit-
ting high output power levels in conjunction with an additional conventional SOA that
provides large small-signal gain. In contrast to other light sources with equal gain media
in series [226–228], our configuration benefits from the complementary characteristics of
the two amplifiers. Hence, we achieve stable FDML operation with high output power,
and can exploit the full gain bandwidth even under non-ideal conditions, such as high
loss or dispersion in the laser resonator.
Furthermore, we investigate the influence of chromatic dispersion by comparing the
FDML performance with two different fibers as delay line: a conventional single-mode
fiber and a low-dispersion photonic crystal fiber (PCF). With the PCF, the effects of
dispersion are significantly reduced, but its high insertion loss leads to lower overall
performance in comparison to the standard fiber. In both configurations, the additional
gain provided by the SOA is crucial for good performance. Not only does it compensate
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Figure 3.1.: Setup of the high-power swept source. TA: tapered amplifier including fiber-
coupling optics, SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier, TF: tunable filter,
DL: delay line, FC: fiber coupler, ISO: optical isolator, PC polarization
controller.
for intrinsic losses, it also helps to overcome the bandwidth-limiting effects of dispersion
in the standard fiber.
Although our prototype light source leaves room for optimization, it brings important
insights for future swept source development. Firstly, TA technology is suitable for
generating high output power with semiconductor gain media. Secondly, high gain is
important for good performance of an FDML swept source, especially when the resonator
exhibits strong chromatic dispersion.
This chapter presents the implementation of the high-power swept source (Sec. 3.1), a
detailed characterization (Sec. 3.2.1) and first OCT images (Sec. 3.2.2). Furthermore, it
explains subsequent modifications to the initial setup and the resulting changes in the
performance (Sec. 3.2.3). The chapter concludes with a discussion of the results within
the context of continuing swept source development (Sec. 3.3).
3.1. Implementation
The key component in our light source setup (Fig. 3.1) is the tapered amplifier (TA)
(Ferdinand-Braun-Institut, Leibniz-Institut fu¨r Ho¨chstfrequenztechnik). Its output is
focused into a single-mode fiber and passes an optical isolator for suppression of back-
reflections, which could damage the TA. A fiber coupler directs 70% of the light out
of the cavity and the remaining 30% into a delay line (1.75 km optical fiber). An SOA
(InPhenix) amplifies the light before it passes a fiber-coupled Fabry-Perot tunable filter
(Micron Optics), which selects a narrow wavelength band (150 pm FWHM) that is fed
back to the TA. Further optical isolators before and after the filter ensure unidirectional
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lasing in the resonator and suppress backreflections from the Fabry-Perot cavity. Polar-
ization controllers in the cavity adjust the polarization state of the light at the amplifier
inputs to match the axis of maximum gain.
3.1.1. Tapered amplifier
A tapered amplifier (TA) is a special type of SOA with a two-sectioned waveguide
architecture combining the power handling capability of a broad-area diode laser with
the good beam quality of a single-mode SOA. It has a narrow ridge waveguide on the
input side, which supports only the fundamental transverse mode of the light field. This
is followed by the gain-guided tapered section where the mode field slowly broadens
while maintaining its original single-mode profile. A relatively low confinement factor
leads to high saturation power, and the broad output facet can tolerate high power levels
without taking damage. TAs can therefore generate up to several watts of light, but
still emit a beam of high quality, suitable for efficient coupling to single-mode fibers.
We use a new broadband TA (Ferdinand-Braun-Institut) with 50 nm ASE bandwidth
(FWHM, peak at 1060 nm) at 2.5 A pump current. It features a single-quantum-well
structure with a 1 mm long ridge-waveguide section and a 3 mm long tapered section
with 4° full taper angle. The output facet is hence wider than 200 µm, as compared to
a few micrometers in a single-mode waveguide.
Since the TA is not available in a fiber-coupled module, we have integrated it into the
FDML resonator with free-space optics (Fig. 3.2). We collimate the astigmatic output
beam with an aspheric lens and a cylindrical lens, and focus it then to the core of an
angle-polished single-mode fiber. On the input side, a pair of aspheric lenses collimates
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Figure 3.2.: Fiber-coupling optics of the tapered amplifier.
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the beam emerging from the resonator fiber and focuses it to the ridge waveguide of the
TA.
The fiber-coupling efficiency on the output side of a TA depends typically on the pump
current and the emitted power. In a laser resonator with a current below threshold, the
TA emits mostly ASE, of which only a small fraction is coupled into the single-mode fiber
due to low beam quality. The coupling ratio improves as the current rises towards the
laser threshold. At high currents, the beam quality degrades again, and correspondingly
also the coupling ratio [229]. In our setup, we can couple up to 40% of the TA output
into a single-mode fiber.
3.1.2. Serial amplifier architecture
High gain per resonator round trip is essential for good FDML performance. FDML
resonators exhibit often high losses due to various fiber-optical components (e. g. isola-
tors) and due to the frequency mismatch caused by chromatic dispersion in the delay
line [210]. Whereas a TA can generate very high output power, it has lower small-signal
gain than a conventional SOA due to its lower confinement factor. With a moderate
current (ITA = 2.5 A) the fiber-coupled TA unit has a small-signal gain of about 15 dB,
as compared to a typical SOA with 20 dB or more. Using only the TA as solitary gain
medium yields poor FDML performance. The laser output fluctuates from sweep to
sweep and exhibits strong relative intensity noise, whereas the total sweep bandwidth
hardly exceeds 40 nm. Increasing the pump current up to 5 A leads only to slightly
higher average power, and it does not reduce the fluctuations or the noise. Presumably,
the power-dependent coupling efficiency results in non-linear feedback, which makes this
laser configuration susceptible to any kind of power fluctuations.
High gain provided by multiple amplifiers in series can improve the overall perfor-
mance of a swept source [226]. Hence, we have added a conventional SOA (InPhenix
IPSAD1001–4113), which acts similar to a pre-amplifier. In addition to increasing the
small-signal gain, it plays a stabilizing role. On the one hand, the spontaneous emis-
sion transmitted from the SOA through the tunable filter is a stable seed for the TA,
independent of the varying fiber-coupling efficiency. On the other hand, saturation of
the SOA gain dampens any power fluctuations originating from the TA output or the
fiber-coupling optics.
3.1.3. Delay line
We use a 1.75 km long delay line resulting in a resonator round-trip frequency of approx-
imately 116 kHz, close to a mechanical resonance of the tunable filter. We compare the
light source performance with two different delay lines, one consisting of conventional
single-mode fiber and one made of a special low-dispersion photonic crystal fiber (PCF).
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The single-mode fiber (Corning HI 1060) has low insertion loss, around 2 dB, but intro-
duces a significant amount of chromatic dispersion. The longest and the shortest round-
trip time in the range of interest (1030 nm to 1100 nm) differ by approximately 4.5 ns.
For the PCF (NKT Photonics SC–5.0–1040, designed for zero dispersion at 1040 nm), we
estimated 0.9 ns as the maximum mismatch of round-trip times within the same range.
The insertion loss of the PCF is significantly higher, around 10 dB. It originates partly
from inherent attenuation (∼3.8 dB/km according to the manufacturer test data) and
partly from several splices between the PCF, a length of HI 1060 fiber on each side for
connecting to the resonator components, and a mode-field adapting intermediate fiber.
3.2. Performance
3.2.1. Characterization of the initial setup
With the HI 1060 delay line, the light source supports FDML operation with maximal
sweep bandwidth when the tunable filter frequency, fTF , is between 116.78 kHz and
116.86 kHz. Due to chromatic dispersion, the resonator round-trip frequency, frt, varies
considerably within the bandwidth of the laser, so that the FDML operating frequency
is not as clearly defined as for a laser in the 1300 nm band.
The instantaneous output power (Fig. 3.3 a) shows a strong asymmetry between the
forward sweep (from short to long wavelengths) and the backward sweep. When fTF is
tuned to the maximum round-trip frequency within the sweep spectrum, frt,max, the light
source runs stable with high output power during the forward sweep, while the backward
sweep power decreases severely and is subject to strong amplitude fluctuations. If fTF =
frt,min, the performance degrades only during the forward sweep, and if frt,min < fTF <
frt,max, both sweep directions are partially affected.
This phenomenon can be explained as a combined effect of chromatic dispersion in the
delay line and frequency down-conversion due to non-linear processes in the semicon-
ductor amplifiers [209]. Because of the frequency shift, positive detuning of an FDML
laser (fTF > frt) affects the backward sweep significantly stronger than the forward
sweep [230], and vice versa with negative detuning (fTF < frt). If fTF = frt,max, the
laser is positively detuned in the entire sweep range, and the performance degrades
mostly during the backward sweep. Correspondingly, if fTF = frt,min, only the forward
sweep is severely affected. As a result, only one sweep direction appears useful for OCT
imaging. In terms of power and stability, the light source performs best when it is tuned
for optimal forward sweep operation.
The average output power is 20–25 mW with fTF = 116.853 kHz and pump currents
ITA = 2.3 A and ISOA = 300 mA. The average power during the forward sweep, which
would be used for imaging, is approximately 30–35 mW. These power levels are sufficient
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Figure 3.4.: The plotted point spread functions (forward sweep) reveal a better overall
performance with the HI-1060 delay line (top). With the PCF (bottom), the
signal roll-off is slightly slower, but the noise floor is higher and the peaks
have larger side lobes.
for most ophthalmic OCT applications. Even if one buffers the forward sweep in order
to double the A-scan rate, one has two outputs with at least 7 mW each to work with.
These output power levels are, however, lower than expected. In a simple free-space
resonator, the same TA can emit several hundred milliwatts with 1–2 A pump current,
and in general such devices can generate several watts of laser light [21, 28]. Apparently,
the feedback in the current fiber-optic configuration is not sufficient for saturating the
gain of the TA. The SOA, on the other hand, operates in the saturation regime and limits
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thereby the feedback to the TA. In conjunction with losses caused by the fiber-coupling
optics, the isolators, and the tunable filter, this leads to the comparably low output.
The total sweep range is 70 nm (Fig. 3.3 b), and the FWHM after linearization in the
optical frequency domain is 11.5 THz (∼42 nm). This corresponds well with the tuning
range of the TA during preliminary tests. Obviously, this FDML laser configuration
exploits the gain bandwidth of the TA very well, even though the resonator is subject
to high chromatic dispersion.
With the PCF delay line, the sweep frequency range for FDML operation is nar-
rower, from 116.085 kHz to 116.1 kHz, and the asymmetry in the transient output power
(Fig. 3.3 c) is significantly lower, both due to lower dispersion. Still, one sweep direction
is subject to strong power fluctuations and does not appear useful for OCT. Furthermore,
the polarization rotation in the PCF is apparently significantly faster than in the single-
mode fiber. We cannot completely eliminate all artifacts (notches in the spectrum) by
adjusting the polarization controllers. For fTF = 116.1 kHz and the same pump currents
as above, the forward sweep is stable and has an average power around 30 mW. The
total sweep range is 65 nm (Fig. 3.3 d) and the FWHM roughly 42 nm.
The characteristics of both configurations are remarkably similar because of common
limiting factors. The saturation power of the SOA limits the output power of the light
source, whereas the gain bandwidth of the TA limits the sweep bandwidth. Regarding the
effects of dispersion, the PCF-configuration is clearly closer to the ideal case, where both
sweep directions exhibit symmetric output power. But due to the very high insertion
loss, it does not improve the overall performance in this light source setup.
With both delay lines, we achieve point spread functions (PSFs) with 15 µm FWHM.
This enables ∼11 µm axial resolution in tissue, which is adequate for OCT imaging. The
sensitivity roll-off is also similar for both fibers (Fig. 3.4). An exponential fit to the
PSF peaks for z ≤ 6 mm yields 3.4 dB/mm roll-off with the HI-1060 delay line (6 dB at
z ≈ 1.8 mm) and 3.1 dB/mm with the PCF (6 dB at z ≈ 1.9 mm). Besides the slightly
better roll-off, the PSFs exhibit higher side lobes and a higher noise floor in the PCF
configuration.
3.2.2. Imaging
Due to the better overall performance, we use the the HI 1060 delay line for acquiring
OCT images. In this configuration, the shot noise limited sensitivity is 110 dB with
10 mW sample arm power (corrected for interferometer coupling losses). By imaging
slices of cucumber and of human skin in vivo (Fig. 3.5), we demonstrate the OCT ca-
pability of this light source configuration. The images consist of 1200 A-scans acquired
during the forward sweep. The cucumber images visualize clearly the cellular structure,
and show a penetration depth of more than 1.5 mm into the water-rich tissue. Averaging
over a number of B-scans can significantly reduce the noise, as the qualitative comparison
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Figure 3.5.: OCT images of a slice of cucumber show deep penetration (> 1.5 mm) into
the water-rich tissue (a: single frame, b: 10 frames averaged; scale bar
assuming n = 1.33). In vivo OCT images of skin at the finger tip (c) and
of the nail fold region (d) show clearly the stratum corneum (CO) and the
border to the stratum spinosum (SP), as well as a cross-section through the
nail-plate (NP). (3 frames averaged, scale bar assuming n = 1.4).
Acquired by W. Wieser (LMU). Sample power: 2.5 mW; data acquisition:
12 bit, 400 Msamples/s, 200 MHz analog bandwidth.
of a single frame (Fig. 3.5 a) and a moving average over 10 B-scans (Fig. 3.5 b) reveals.
This shows the potential for exploiting the high data acquisition rate to improve the
image quality. For the skin images, an average over 3 frames yields adequate noise re-
duction. Clearly visible features are the border between the thick stratum corneum and
the lower parts of the epidermis at the finger tip (Fig. 3.5 c), as well as the cross-section
through the nail-plate and the epidermis structure adjacent to the nail fold (Fig. 3.5 d).
As these images confirm, the light source is feasible for high-speed OCT imaging.
3.2.3. Subsequent modifications
A newer SOA model (InPhenix IPSAD1001C–5113) that has become available after
the initial characterization provides higher gain and saturation power. It improves the
feedback to the TA, thus increasing the output power (Fig. 3.6) as well as broadening
the achievable sweep bandwidth. With ITA = 2.3 A, the light source emits ∼33 mW—as
compared to previously 25 mW—with a continuous sweep over 80 nm. By increasing the
current to 4 A, we can generate more than 50 mW average power (Fig. 3.6 b).
Even higher output power at lower currents is possible, if we interchange the positions
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Figure 3.6.: Instantaneous output power (a) and average power (b) with a newer SOA.
The light source shows good performance if ITA ≥ 2 A, and can provide
abundant power for OCT applications.
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modes appear when the sweep range exceeds 60 nm (b).
of the SOA and the tunable filter in the resonator (e. g. ∼40 mW average power with
ITA = 1.5 A and ISOA = 150 mA). This leads also to completely symmetric instantaneous
power in both sweep directions (Fig. 3.7 a). However, the useful sweep range is then
limited to about 60 nm. When the tunable filter sweeps to the very edges of the laser
gain spectrum, the output power is dominated by spontaneous emission from the SOA
amplified by the TA. In the time-averaged spectrum (Fig. 3.7 b), this appears as a se-
ries of fluctuating laser lines with approximately 400 GHz mode-spacing in the range of
maximum gain. It is still not clear what leads to the development of pronounced modes
instead of homogeneous broadband amplification. Judging by the mode-spacing, there
might be a weakly resonating structure of approximately 100 µm length in the amplifier
waveguide. Although this configuration is interesting for generating high power, it seems
not optimal for OCT in terms of the bandwidth. Hence for OCT imaging, we use the
light source in its initial setup (Fig. 3.1).
Another model of Fabry-Perot filter (Lambdaquest) permits a tuning frequency of
175 kHz and exhibits less thermal drift. We use it in conjunction with a delay line made
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of 1155 m standard fiber (Corning SMF28). This fiber is not purely single-mode in the
1060 nm range, but it functions sufficiently well, as Klein et al. previously demonstrated
[43], and is considerably less expensive than HI 1060 fiber. With a buffering stage, we
can create a delayed copy of the forward sweep while suppressing lasing during the
backward sweep by switching off the SOA current. In this configuration, we can achieve
a sweep rate of 350 kHz and a net output power of 10 mW at ITA = 2.5 A. With in vivo
OCT images of the human retina (Ch. 6), we can prove the feasibility of this light source
configuration for high-speed imaging in ophthalmologic applications.
3.3. Discussion
Tapered amplifiers (TAs) are suitable gain media for swept sources with high output
power. With a new broadband TA, we have constructed a prototype FDML laser capable
of generating an average output power of 30–50 mW with a sweep range of 70–80 nm,
and enabling an A-scan rate up to 350 kHz. The laser is implemented in a dual-amplifier
configuration with the TA generating abundant output power and an auxiliary SOA
providing sufficient gain. Hence, we can exploit the full gain bandwidth in spite of losses
and dispersion in the resonator.
The test of a low dispersion PCF delay line in this prototype has not yielded conclusive
results. The effects of dispersion are clearly weaker with the PCF in use in comparison
to a conventional single-mode fiber, but the overall performance does not improve due
to significantly higher insertion loss. Originally, we assumed that the PCF might be of
advantage in conjunction with a faster tunable filter that would permit to use a shorter
delay line. However, a later experiment with a high-speed filter has not been successful
either (Ap. A).
Subsequent to our demonstration, a similar light source has been developed at Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universita¨t (LMU) employing an ytterbium-doped fiber amplifier (YDFA)
[43] instead of a TA. Both concepts have advantages and drawbacks. A YDFA can
provide high gain and high power and can be assembled from readily available fiber
components. With the peak gain around 1030 nm [231], it can complement the spectrum
of an SOA [46], but it may also limit the bandwidth of a broadband light source [47].
Generally, the possibilities for modifying the YDFA gain spectrum are very limited,
and the concept cannot be easily transferred to other wavelength ranges. Furthermore,
the feasibility of an FDML laser using only a YDFA without an additional SOA seems
doubtful, as this configuration has until now not shown convincing performance [200].
Another serious drawback of the YDFA is the hazard of self-pulsing [201], which must
be taken care of in order to ensure patient safety and to avoid damage to the optical
setup.
A TA module optimized for SS-OCT requires further development, as described above,
but it would make the setup simpler and potentially more efficient due to direct electrical
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pumping. It could also benefit from the general advantages of semiconductor gain media,
namely unsurpassed flexibility for tailoring the gain spectrum or adjusting small-signal
gain and saturation power. And due to the short excited state life time in semicon-
ductors, there is no self-pulsing hazard. Importantly for swept source development in
general, the tapered waveguide concept can just as well be applied in other spectral
ranges where no suitable doped fibers are available.
The TA we use is not specifically designed for OCT. As the experiments have shown,
it is feasible, but further development is necessary in order apply it in a swept source for
clinical OCT applications. Primarily, compact fiber-coupled modules providing stable
optimized feedback are needed [229]. With improved feedback, the TA can generate
significantly higher output power than we could demonstrate in our setup. However,
since OCT does not require watts of power, a modified amplifier design with higher
small-signal gain at the expense of reduced maximum power might be better suited. It
could even yield good performance without an auxiliary SOA. Furthermore, broadening
the gain bandwidth by using similar quantum-well structures like those in broadband
SOAs would be advantageous for OCT applications.
Besides setting up a working light source prototype, we have gained important insights
for future swept source development. Firstly, tapered amplifier technology is feasible
for implementing semiconductor-based swept sources with high output power. It is
applicable to different kinds of semiconductor gain elements and offers thus the full
flexibility for tailoring the gain spectrum or choosing the operating wavelength range.
Secondly, high gain is crucial for good performance of swept sources, especially FDML
lasers. It does not only compensate for intrinsic losses of the optical components, it also
counteracts the bandwidth limiting effects of chromatic dispersion in FDML resonators.
Specialized semiconductor gain media developed according to these principles could pave
the way towards the next generation of high-power broadband and high-speed swept
sources.
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The interest in resolving ever smaller details drives the development of light sources with
increasing spectral bandwidth. Whereas TD-OCT and SD-OCT can benefit from multi-
plexed SLDs, short-pulse lasers or supercontinuum sources [32, 73], the matter becomes
considerably more challenging in SS-OCT, due to the need for suitable broadband laser
gain media.
During the past few years, swept sources for the 1060 nm band with more than 110 nm
sweep range have become available [47, 190]. These, however, are based on short free-
space resonators, hence their tuning speed is ultimately limited by the build-up time of
laser light [199]. A sweep rate of 100 kHz, as recently demonstrated [190], approaches the
limit of feasibility, because an external resonator with fixed length cannot become arbi-
trarily short. At a certain point, the resonator mode-spacing becomes so large that the
laser starts mode-hopping. With an FDML laser that overcomes this speed limitation,
the achievable bandwidth is usually lower. A fiber-based ring resonator exhibits higher
losses than a free-space setup, hence high gain covering the entire range is required.
Typical SOAs for the 1060 nm band could until a few years ago support sweep ranges
of 70–80 nm in fiber-based resonators. In order to extend the bandwidth beyond that
of a single SOA, we investigated gain-multiplexing, i. e. the application of two SOAs
with shifted gain spectra in parallel, as it was previously demonstrated in the 1300 nm
range [232]. As our test results show, the principle can also be applied at 1060 nm, but
it is hardly feasible for our practical application (details in Ap. B).
Recently, new SOAs have become available with a gain bandwidth spanning most of
the low water absorption range around 1060 nm. Using such a broadband SOA, we have
constructed an FDML laser that supports a sweep range up to 100 nm. With constant
pump current we achieve an axial resolution of 12 µm in air, and by shaping the spectrum
with current modulation we can improve the resolution to 9 µm in air (∼6.5 µm in tissue).
The spectrum coincides perfectly with the water absorption minimum, hence there is no
significant degradation of the axial resolution due to the surrounding absorption bands.
With equal power in both sweep directions, we can utilize the full sweep rate of 350 kHz
without buffering the light source output. In order to ensure stable operation during the
measurement period, we implemented automatic control of the tunable filter. Hence,
we can demonstrate a high-speed swept source yielding high axial resolution in a simple
and robust all-fiber configuration.
The following sections give a description of the light source implementation (Sec. 4.1),
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present the characterization and the performance tests (Sec. 4.2), and discuss the results
in the context of broadband swept source development (Sec. 4.3).
4.1. Implementation
This section provides a description of the optical setup of the laser and the circuitry
for control and monitoring (Sec. 4.1.1), and it explains the software algorithms used for
spectral shaping (Sec. 4.1.2) and for the automatic tunable filter control (Sec. 4.1.3).
4.1.1. Laser resonator and control circuitry
The swept source setup is a standard FDML ring-resonator (Fig. 4.1), comprising a single
SOA (Exalos ESO330004), a Fabry-Perot tunable filter (Lambdaquest) with 180 pm
linewidth (FWHM), and a 1155 m long delay line made of standard single-mode fiber
(Corning SMF28). The resulting resonator round-trip frequency matches the maximum
feasible operating frequency of the tunable filter, 175 kHz. Broadband isolators ensure
unidirectional lasing, and a polarization controller corrects for polarization rotation in
the fibers. 70% of the light are coupled out of the resonator. For the initial performance
characterization, we extract the light directly after the SOA, in order to monitor its
output power directly. If the swept source is used with an interferometer causing strong
backreflections, one isolator (ISO1) can be moved between the SOA and the output
coupler. This does not affect the laser operation but reduces the output power by
approximately 2 dB.
We operate the SOA with a special diode driver (Wieserlabs WL-LDC 10D) that per-
mits modulation of the pump current with 15 MHz analog bandwidth. The tunable filter
drive signal (sine wave and bias) as well as the current modulation waveform are synthe-
sized by an arbitrary waveform generator (Thurlby Thandar Instruments TGA12104)
controlled by a computer. The computer receives the signal from a 125 MHz photodetec-
tor, which monitors the instantaneous output power of the light source. In a LabView
program running on the computer, we have integrated full control over the tunable fil-
ter and the SOA current, power monitoring, spectral shaping and automatic filter bias
correction.
4.1.2. Spectral shaping
With constant pump current, the spectrum of an SOA-based swept source exhibits typ-
ically a high peak on the long-wavelength side and a flat tail towards the short wave-
lengths. Whereas this tail can cover a considerable part of the total sweep range, it
does not significantly improve the axial resolution. Modulation of the pump current
synchronously with the wavelength-sweep permits a broader distribution of the power,
which can improve the axial resolution for a given sweep range.
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Figure 4.1.: Setup of the broadband swept source with control circuitry. SOA: semicon-
ductor optical amplifier, TF: tunable filter, DL: delay line, FC: fiber coupler,
ISO: optical isolator, PC polarization controller, WFG: waveform generator,
PD: photodetector.
An iterative algorithm originally developed by Biedermann et al. [195] (LMU) com-
putes the current waveform for a desired spectral shape. It receives the photodetector
signal as input data, and it can upload waveform data for the current modulation to
the waveform generator. Starting with constant current, the algorithm compares the
photodetector signal with the target shape and adjusts the modulation waveform ac-
cordingly. This step is repeated until the integrated difference between actual shape and
target shape falls below a preset threshold. With appropriate settings, the algorithm
needs 5 to 10 iterations each taking a few seconds.
An addition to the original algorithm is an estimation of the light source output
power from the detector signal. This gives us better control of the resulting power
level and enables monitoring by the control software, which can switch off the SOA
current when critical peak or average power thresholds are exceeded. Furthermore, we
added the option to use an interferogram envelope as signal to be optimized instead
of the photodetector signal. Thus, we can for instance obtain a spectral shape that
compensates for wavelength-dependent losses in an OCT imaging setup or in a water
cell that mimics the ocular absorption spectrum.
4.1.3. Tunable filter bias control
The piezo-actuated Fabry-Perot filter can exhibit considerable drift as a result of chang-
ing ambient temperature and warming up during high-speed sweep operation. For a
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number of reasons, this is detrimental for the practical application in SS-OCT. The fil-
ter sweep range should match the laser gain bandwidth in order to achieve the widest
possible sweep with continuous lasing. Filter drift would cause a mismatch, leading to
a narrowing of the laser bandwidth. It can also introduce an error in the interferogram
linearization if a previously recorded phase curve is used. The effect is worst for the
spectral shaping performance, which depends critically on the temporal alignment of
the current modulation waveform with the sweep over the SOA gain spectrum. Already
a small shift of the sweep range can lead to a distortion of the spectral shape at those
points where the modulation waveform has the steepest gradients.
The drift can be compensated by adjusting the bias voltage of the tunable filter.
We implemented an algorithm that performs these adjustments automatically, enabling
hands-off operation of the swept source over an extended period.
Our bias control algorithm receives the instantaneous power signal from the photode-
tector as input data. Once we have adjusted all light source operating parameters, we
store this trace as a reference, R. Subsequently, the program keeps acquiring the power
signal, S, approximately 4 times per second, calculates the relative point-by-point dif-
ference and computes from those values an absolute error, Eabs, and a signed error,
Esgn:
Eabs =
1
N
∑
i
∣∣∣∣R[i]− S[i]R[i]
∣∣∣∣, (4.1)
Esgn =
1
N
∑
i
R[i]− S[i]
R[i]
, (4.2)
where N is the number of data points and i is the data point index. For an appro-
priately selected range of data points—we achieved good results with data from the
long-wavelength end of the sweep—Eabs is a sensitive indicator for deviations from the
reference. In addition, the sign of Esgn shows, whether the filter bias needs to be cor-
rected up or down. Once Eabs exceeds a tolerance threshold, the program changes the
bias voltage in steps of 0.01 V into the direction determined by Esgn. When it has
reached the minimum value of Eabs it remains idle until Eabs runs out of tolerance again.
4.2. Performance
Even with a moderate constant pump current of 270 mA, the SOA can support contin-
uous lasing over a sweep bandwidth up to 100 nm in the fiber-ring resonator (Fig. 4.2).
The instantaneous power trace has the typical shape with a peak on the long-wavelength
side and a flat tail extending to the short wavelengths (Fig. 4.3 a). The average power is
24–25 mW with ISOA = 270 mA. After linearization, the peak has an FWHM of 15 THz
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Figure 4.2.: The sweep spectrum of the broadband swept source spans up to 100 nm and
coincides perfectly with the range of low water absorption.
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Figure 4.3.: Instantaneous output power (a, c, e) and exemplary interferograms (b, d, f)
with constant or modulated SOA current.
(∼55 nm), and PSFs generated with this spectrum yield an axial resolution of 12 µm in
air. Remarkably, the power difference between forward and backward sweep (i. e. from
short to long wavelengths and vice versa) is very low. Obviously, the SOA can reach the
saturation regime in both sweep directions, due to sufficiently high gain.
By modulating the SOA pump current during the sweep, we can improve the achievable
axial resolution. The gain bandwidth increases with the pump current. However, above
270–300 mA, the output power can easily reach critical levels (> 40 mW average power
from the SOA fiber) that can cause damage to the SOA. In order to avoid that, we apply
lower current while the tunable filter sweeps over the gain maximum and higher current
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forward sweep backward sweep
Figure 4.4.: An OCT B-scan of 3 adhesive tape layers on paper split into two images
(consisting of either forward sweep A-scans or backward sweep A-scans only)
does not exhibit an apparent difference in image quality between the two
sweep directions. Acquired by T. Torzicky (MUW).
at the edges of the spectrum, thus shaping the spectral peak flatter and broader. The
total sweep range can hardly be extended∗, but a more homogeneous power distribution
over the sweep range can already improve the OCT depth resolution considerably. We
achieve good results with a Gaussian peak truncated at the 10%-points on top of a
constant baseline that ensures laser operation above threshold during the entire sweep.
With approximately 30 mW peak power and 20 mW baseline (Fig. 4.3 c), we measured
23 mW average power and an axial resolution of 9 µm in air.
The relatively high baseline may not result in a PSF with optimal side-lobe sup-
pression, but it has practical advantages. Reference interferograms generated with a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) have high amplitude over the entire sweep range
(Fig. 4.3 d). This enables reliable extraction of the phase curve for frequency lineariza-
tion. In image data, the side-lobe suppression can be flexibly adjusted by numerical
apodization of the A-scan interferograms.
After the spectral shaping, both sweep directions have equal power profiles. Hence
both sweeps can be used for OCT imaging, as we confirm with test images (Fig. 4.4).
The interferograms exhibit a small residual asymmetry, which we attribute to differences
in the instantaneous laser linewidth. By letting the algorithm optimize the interferogram
envelope instead of the power profile, we can eliminate this asymmetry (Fig. 4.3 f). While
this does not yield an additional improvement of the resolution, it can be a way to
compensate for wavelength-dependent losses in an imaging setup.
The sensitivity roll-off is rather fast, as plotted PSFs show (Fig. 4.5). We calculate
the roll-off for a short probing depth with a linear fit to the PSF peaks for z ≤ 1 mm
(Tab. 4.1). The roll-off is faster with spectral shaping, and in all cases faster for the
∗Attempts to achieve lasing over a broadened sweep range led to the destruction of two SOAs. Appar-
ently, the crystal facets or anti-reflection coatings on the output side took damage when the peak
current exceeded 420–430 mA.
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Figure 4.5.: Point spread functions obtained for both sweep directions with constant or
modulated SOA current.
backward sweep. Although a slower roll-off is preferable, the swept source can still be
used for retinal imaging, since the retina is only a few hundred micrometers thick [233].
Other FDML swept sources and spectrometer-based systems with similar roll-off have
been successfully applied for this purpose [43,73].
Table 4.1.: Sensitivity roll-off (in dB/mm) for 1 mm probing depth.
forward backward
constant current 6.8 8.0
power spectrum shaped 7.8 9.6
interferogram shaped 8.5 10.8
The sweep spectrum is centered approximately at 1065 nm and coincides thus perfectly
with the local minimum in the water absorption spectrum (Fig. 4.2). The axial resolution
is hence minimally impaired by the surrounding water absorption bands. To verify this
we have simulated a double-pass through a human eye by placing a 50 mm thick water-
filled glass vessel into one arm of the MZI. Although the interferogram amplitude is
attenuated, the envelope shape with constant SOA current changes not significantly
(compare Fig. 4.3 b and Fig. 4.6 b). The resulting PSF is still 12 µm wide. By shaping
the interferogram envelope symmetrically (Fig. 4.6 d), we obtain again the improved
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Figure 4.6.: Instantaneous output power (a, c) and exemplary interferograms (c, d) with
50 mm water in one interferometer arm.
resolution of 9 µm. These results are consistent with our detailed numerical study on
the impact of water absorption in retinal imaging (Ch. 5).
4.3. Discussion
Using a new broadband SOA, we set up an FDML swept source for the 1060 nm wave-
length band featuring a sweep range up to 100 nm and more than 20 mW average output
power. By modulating the pump current, we optimized the power spectrum and im-
proved the axial resolution by 25% to 9 µm in air. Since compensation for the thermal
drift of the tunable filter is crucial for the practical applicability of spectral shaping, we
implemented automatic control of the filter bias voltage enabling hands-off operation for
extended periods.
Both sweep directions exhibit similar performance and can be used for OCT imaging,
enabling an A-scan rate of 350 kHz without buffering. Since the sweep spectrum is
centered close to 1060 nm, the depth resolution is minimally affected by water absorption,
making this light source ideal for retinal imaging.
There is still room for improving the performance. Most beneficial would be adequate
dispersion compensation in the resonator. This could improve the sensitivity roll-off
and eliminate the residual asymmetry between both sweep directions [64]. However, a
feasible technical solution for the 1060 nm band has yet to be developed. Nevertheless,
this comparably simple and robust light source configuration can already be applied in
high-speed OCT imaging with high resolution, as we confirm with images of the human
retina in vivo (Ch. 6).
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In vivo OCT imaging of the human posterior eye segment is to a large extent governed by
the optical properties of water, the main constituent of the vitreous humor [89]. Whereas
dispersion is very low in a broad range around 1060 nm [91], a considerable fraction of the
probing light is absorbed. For propagation through 50 mm water—which corresponds
roughly to a double-pass through a human eye—the absorption minimum at 1060 nm is
a relatively narrow operating window with 100 nm FWHM (Fig. 2.3). The parts of the
light source spectrum that extend into the absorption bands are subject to increased
attenuation, which narrows the transmitted spectrum and reduces the axial resolution
of the OCT system. By adapting the light source spectrum, one can compensate for
the water absorption at the expense of higher average attenuation [196]. However, the
total incident power on the eye is limited by the maximum permissible exposure (MPE).
Hence, maintaining the axial resolution comes with a penalty in signal strength or sen-
sitivity, respectively, which increases with the light source bandwidth. This raises the
question: how broad a bandwidth is actually useful for OCT in the 1060 nm band?
Or more specifically: what is the resolution-sensitivity trade-off depending on the light
source bandwidth?
As Hariri et al. concluded earlier [196], 3 µm resolution in air could be achieved with
a hypothetical light source generating a truncated Gaussian spectrum after water ab-
sorption. They did, however, not state which fraction of the probing light would be
absorbed. Experimentally, they compared the resolution achievable with a regular SLD
and a “modified” SLD featuring an increased spectral peak in the short-wavelength ab-
sorption band. In the case of a double-pass through 25 mm water, the resolution in air
improved minimally from 7.9 µm to 7.7 µm. As this light source did not permit arbitrary
spectral shaping, the question about the feasibility of true absorption compensation
remained unanswered.
Recent technological developments make a detailed analysis of the topic once more
highly relevant. With new broadband SOAs, swept sources spanning the 1060 nm water
absorption window have become possible. Bandwidths in the range of 90–100 nm have
been demonstrated with FDML lasers and up to 120 nm with short-cavity lasers. At
the same time, high-speed SOA drivers enable optimization of the light source spectrum
and true absorption compensation. However, due to the resolution-sensitivity trade-
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off and technical challenges connected with implementing broadband light sources, it is
important to know how effectively broad bandwidth can be used.
With a numerical simulation, we have investigated the impact of water absorption,
covering a wide range of bandwidths and center wavelengths. As our results show,
current state-of-the art light sources with a bandwidth up to 120 nm centered close to
1060 nm are not severely affected. The resolution degradation is below 10 % and can be
compensated with minimal loss of sensitivity. The impact increases drastically when the
bandwidth exceeds 150 nm, and for further broadening lower center wavelengths yield
the best performance.
In the following sections, we explain the method of the simulation (Sec. 5.1), present
the results (Sec. 5.2), and discuss their meaning for present and future swept source
design (Sec. 5.3).
5.1. Method
Using a script implemented in Mathematica, we simulate the interference of two beams
from the same light source in a simple interferometer, and we calculate a point spread
function (PSF) from the resulting signal. We compare the PSFs in the cases assuming
no water absorption or transmission through 50 mm of water in one interferometer arm.
Furthermore, we calculate a light source spectrum that yields the original interferogram
shape after water absorption with the same average power as the initial spectrum. A
comparison of the PSF amplitudes gives a measure of the sensitivity drop due to the
absorbed fraction of the light. We neglect the effects of chromatic dispersion in water,
because it is low in this spectral range and can be corrected numerically in a real system
[78].
We perform the simulation using a light source spectrum with Gaussian shape trun-
cated at the 1/e2-points.
I0(ν) =
 exp
[
−2
(
ν−νc
∆ν/2
)2]
if |ν − νc|≤ ∆ν/2
0 if |ν − νc|> ∆ν/2
(5.1)
νc is the center frequency and ∆ν is the full width of the spectrum. This spectral shape
results in a good compromise between a narrow peak and low side lobes of the PSF, and
can be realized with an SOA-based swept source with rapid current modulation.
In order to determine the sensitivity penalty, we compare the signal amplitudes
achieved with different spectra normalized to equal average intensity. For an arbitrary
spectrum, Ix(ν), we calculate the time-averaged intensity
〈Ix〉 = 1
τsw
∫ τsw
0
Ix(νl(t))dt. (5.2)
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By integrating over one sweep period, τsw, of the time-dependent light source fre-
quency, νl(t), we can take a non-linear sweep into account. We assume here the most
non-linear sweep characteristics found in a swept source, sinusoidal tuning of the wave-
length, which results in a frequency sweep
νl(t) =
{
1
νmax
+
1
2
(
1
νmin
− 1
νmax
)[
1 + sin
(
2pi
t
τsw
)]}−1
, (5.3)
where νmax = νc + ∆ν/2 and νmin = νc − ∆ν/2. With the average intensity thus
calculated, we normalize the light source spectrum:
I0n(ν) =
I0(ν)
〈I0〉 . (5.4)
After transmission through a length of water, l, the spectrum changes according to
the Beer-Lambert law:
I0a(ν) = I0n(ν)T (ν) (5.5)
= I0n(ν) exp[−µa(ν)l]. (5.6)
For the absorption coefficient, µa, we use the values reported by Palmer and Williams [82]
interpolated with cubic splines.
Assuming perfect balanced detection and neglecting chromatic dispersion in water,
the detector signal∗ generated with an interferometer path length difference, d, is
V0n(ν) = I0n(ν) cos
(
2pi
c νd
)
(without absorption), (5.7)
V0a(ν) =
√
T (ν) I0n(ν) cos
(
2pi
c νd
)
(absorption in one arm). (5.8)
In order to yield an interferogram with the original spectral envelope after water
absorption, we calculate a compensating spectrum and normalize it:
Ic(ν) =
I0(ν)√
T (ν)
, (5.9)
Icn(ν) =
Ic(ν)
〈Ic〉 . (5.10)
The resulting detector signal assuming water absorption in one interferometer arm,
Vca(ν) =
√
T (ν) Icn(ν) cos
(
2pi
c νd
)
(5.11)
=
I0(ν)
〈Ic〉 cos
(
2pi
c νd
)
(5.12)
= V0n(ν)
〈I0〉
〈Ic〉 , (5.13)
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has the same shape as V0n, but a lower amplitude.
Fig. 5.1 illustrates the principle with examples for I0n, I0a, and Icn at two different
bandwidths. A spectrum with state-of-the-art bandwidth (30 THz) centered in the water
absorption minimum is almost uniformly attenuated. For compensation, only a small
fraction of the total power needs to be redistributed from the center to the edges. In
contrast, an ultra-broadband spectrum would require a large power fraction for compen-
sating the attenuation of the tail extending into the steep absorption band edge below
265 THz.
To quantify the effect of water absorption with and without spectral compensation,
we calculate V0n, V0a, and Vca with different values of νc (275 THz to 290 THz) and
∆ν (5 THz to 60 THz). We calculate interferograms with l = 50 mm and d = 0.5 mm
and compute the corresponding PSF with a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). For the
DFT, we sample all signals from 200 THz to 400 THz in 0.1 THz steps, which produces
a sufficient number of equally spaced data points in all PSFs. Finally, we determine the
amplitude, a, and FWHM, w, of the PSF peaks by fitting a Gaussian function to the
data points. Comparison of a in the three cases yields the signal drop caused by the
water absorption, and w/2 (in µm) is the corresponding axial resolution in air.
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Figure 5.1.: The shape of a state-of-the-art broadband spectrum (left, ∆ν = 30 THz)
changes only slightly. A hypothetical ultra-broadband spectrum (right,
∆ν = 60 THz) gets strongly attenuated below 265 THz, and compensation
would here require a large fraction of the total power. I0n and Icn are nor-
malized to unity power.
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Figure 5.2.: Broadening of the point spread function (a) and signal drop (b-d) as func-
tion of the bandwidth. The secondary abscissa scale in (a) states the axial
resolution in air without degradation by water absorption.
5.2. Results
For our investigation, there are two quantities of interest: the relative broadening of
the PSF peak due to the water absorption, (w0a − w0n)/w0n, and the drop of the sig-
nal amplitude with and without compensation relative to the reference without water
absorption, a0a/a0n and aca/a0n. We compare these as a function of the bandwidth at
different center frequencies (Fig. 5.2), or vice versa (Fig. 5.3). The signal drop is plotted
here on a 20 log10 scale, which corresponds to the decrease in OCT sensitivity (in dB).
We use the optical frequency as abscissa in all plots, but we add auxiliary labels with
the corresponding wavelength or wavelength range.
With a bandwidth < 25 THz (90–100 nm), the resolution degrades by less than 10%
at all center frequencies covered by the simulation (Fig. 5.2 a). The broadening increases
fastest with the bandwidth at the low center frequencies, which are closest to steep
absorption band edge. Maintaining the resolution would bring a considerable sensitivity
penalty that increases rapidly for bandwidths > 30 THz (Fig. 5.2 b). As expected, the
∗For simplicity, we omit a constant conversion factor between differential intensity and detector signal.
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Figure 5.3.: Broadening of the point spread function (a) and signal drop (b-c) as function
of the center frequency.
lowest signal drop with a low or moderate bandwidth can be achieved with a sweep
spectrum centered on the water absorption minimum (Fig. 5.2 c), whereas a high center
frequency leads to the slowest drop—with and without compensation—and would be of
advantage with a bandwidth > 50 THz (Fig. 5.2 d).
The PSF broadening and the signal drop as function of the center frequency reveal
the same relationships (Fig. 5.3), but this visualization is more useful for choosing the
optimal operating point for a given bandwidth. With a moderate bandwidth of 30 THz,
the resolution degradation is almost constant in the range of the simulation (Fig. 5.3 a).
It only rises slightly if νc ≤ 280 THz. The signal drop (Fig. 5.3 b) is lowest at νc = 280–
282 THz (1065–1070 nm) and the penalty for compensating the resolution degradation
is negligible (Fig. 5.3 c). If the bandwidth increases, the resolution degrades significantly
faster at the low center frequencies, and the point of minimal signal drop shifts to
higher frequencies. With the uncompensated spectrum, the signal drop varies only
slightly (< 1 dB). However, the penalty for maintaining the resolution by absorption
compensation becomes highly dependent on the center frequency, because of the steep
absorption band edge on the long-wavelength side. The transmitted spectrum is virtually
clipped at 1140–1150 nm, and a large fraction of the incident power needs to be sacrificed
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for compensating these losses.
5.3. Discussion
As our simulation reveals, current state-of-the-art swept sources with bandwidths up to
25–30 THz (≤ 120 nm) suffer little degradation of the resolution (< 10%) if the sweep
range is centered on the water absorption minimum (1060–1070 nm). This includes
both prototypes we presented in the previous chapters (Ch. 3 & Ch. 4). Maintaining the
optimal resolution by spectral shaping is in this range possible with a negligible penalty
(< 1 dB). The resolution limiting effect becomes severe when the bandwidth exceeds
40 THz (∼150 nm). Then, the optimal operating range shifts to shorter wavelengths,
because all spectra are virtually clipped at 1140–1150 nm by the steep absorption band
edge.
Our numerical study focuses on one spectral shape, but it reveals the general trends
representative for typical swept sources. With the bandwidth provided by state-of-the-
art SOAs, water absorption is not a severely limiting factor for the axial resolution, as
long as the center wavelength is close to the absorption minimum. Further extension of
the bandwidth is only feasible towards the short-wavelength side where the absorption
band is significantly lower.
The exact numbers for resolution degradation and sensitivity drop depend of course
on the particular spectrum and sweep characteristics, but the simulation can easily be
adapted and offers a framework for studying a variety of effects in OCT systems. Not
only can one assume arbitrary spectra or sweep characteristics. One can, for instance,
include influences from an imaging setup or chromatic dispersion in the beam path.
Given the increasing technical challenges connected with extending the bandwidth of
swept sources, this model is a valuable tool for determining the optimal specifications
at an early stage in the development process.
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6. Retinal imaging
After the basic characterization, we demonstrated the performance of both light source
prototypes (Ch. 3, Ch. 4) in OCT imaging of the human retina in-vivo. With the high-
power swept source, we recorded retinal images at LMU subsequent to installing the
buffering stage. We used both prototypes in conjunction with the polarization-sensitive
OCT (PS-OCT) system at Medical University of Vienna (MUW).
In the following, we present the retinal images recorded with both the high-power
swept source (Sec. 6.1) and the broadband swept source (Sec. 6.2). Although the sets of
images are not directly comparable due to acquisition with different OCT setups and
under varying conditions, they permit a general evaluation of the light source perfor-
mance. We will also discuss the practical applicability of both configurations and point
out where further development is required (Sec. 6.3).
Appendix C provides a brief introduction to the anatomy of the retina and its adja-
cent layers. The PS-OCT setup and the method of signal evaluation are described in
Appendix D.
6.1. Imaging with the high-power swept source
Using the high-power swept source with a buffering stage, we can acquire OCT images
at an A-scan rate of 350 kHz. Exemplary B-scans out of a 3D dataset (Fig. 6.1) show
adequate resolution of the retinal layers and deep penetration into the choroid and the
sclera. By averaging a number of B-scans, we can reduce speckle and detector noise,
which yields a clear definition of the retinal layer boundaries, the choroid structure and
the choroid/sclera interface. The average over ten adjacent frames (Fig. 6.1 c) illustrates
the ability to utilize the high data-acquisition rate for improving the image quality,
although one would normally use more densely sampled frames or several frames from
the same location.
Light from the laser resonator is to a high degree linearly polarized because of the
polarization-dependent gain of the SOA and the TA. After adjustment with a polariza-
tion controller, more than 90% pass a polarizer. Hence, we can use the swept source
output for PS-OCT imaging with only a minor loss for filtering the polarization state.
As test images acquired at MUW (Fig. 6.2) confirm, the light source works well in
PS-OCT imaging. Although the imaging setup was still under development and did not
yield optimal sensitivity, the images show the expected features: very low phase retar-
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Figure 6.1.: Retinal OCT images acquired with the high-power swept source show an
adequate resolution of the layer structure and deep penetration into the
choroid. (a, b: single frames, c: 10 frames averaged)
Acquired by T. Klein (LMU). Sample power: 1.5 mW; data acquisition:
12 bit, 400 Msamples/s, 200 MHz analog bandwidth.
dation in most of the retinal layers and polarization-randomizing in the retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE). The resolution is sufficient to distinguish the inner segment/outer
segment junction of the photoreceptors (IS/OS), the end tips of the photoreceptor outer
segments (ETOS), and the RPE∗.
During imaging, difficulties in the practical handling of this swept source setup became
apparent. For optimal fiber-coupling of the tapered amplifier, the fiber-tips must be po-
sitioned in the lens focus with micrometer-precision. Drift of the used 3-axis translation
stages makes frequent readjustments necessary—sometimes as often as every 30 minutes.
While this has not been a severe problem for the characterization, it limits the feasibility
for extended OCT measurement series. Furthermore, adjustment of the numerous de-
∗There has been some controversy about the physical origin of the “triple band” structure at the outer
boundary of the retina in high-resolution OCT images [234]. We adopt here the interpretation that
seems most plausible, to date.
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Figure 6.2.: The high-power swept source is suitable for PS-OCT, as preliminary images
show (a: reflectivity, b: phase retardation).
Acquired by T. Torzicky (MUW). Sample power: 2 mW; data acquisition:
12 bit, 500 Msamples/s, 350 MHz analog bandwidth.
grees of freedom in the setup can be time-consuming and requires a considerable amount
of experience.
Because fiber-coupled broadband SOAs have become available, which can generate ad-
equate power levels, we have not continued working with the high-power swept source.
With the broadband swept source, buffering is not necessary, because both sweep direc-
tions can be used for OCT imaging. Hence, it can provide sufficient power for the OCT
system at MUW.
6.2. Imaging with the broadband swept source
The broadband swept source is feasible for retinal imaging, as a set of PS-OCT images
of a human fovea in vivo shows (Fig. 6.3). We acquired the A-scans at a rate of 350 kHz
using both the forward and the backward sweep. Like in the test images (Fig. 4.4), we
cannot see any artifacts resulting from differing signal quality of the two sweep directions.
The sensitivity is 95–96 dB for the forward sweep and about 94 dB for the backward
sweep. We recorded 50 B-scans at the same location, which we average (Fig. 6.3 b, d-f)
to reduce noise and speckles.
The axial resolution is sufficiently high to distinguish all retinal layers (Fig. 6.3 b) that
have been identified previously in OCT literature [9,112,235]. The three highly reflective
layers at the outer part of the retina (IS/OS, ETOS, RPE) are clearly resolved; also the
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Figure 6.3.: With the broadband swept source, we can acquire high-resolution PS-OCT
images of the retina with deep penetration into the choroid and the sclera
(a, c: single frames; b, d-f: 50 frames averaged). The horizontal stripe in
the lower part is a parasitic signal from the imaging/detection system.
Acquired by T. Torzicky (MUW). Sample power: 2 mW; data acquisition:
12 bit, 500 Msamples/s, 350 MHz analog bandwidth.
Retinal layers: NFL: nerve fiber l., GCL: ganglion cell l., IPL: inner plexiform l., INL:
inner nuclear l., OPL: outer plexiform l., ONL: outer nuclear l., ELM: external limiting
membrane, IS/OS: inner segment/outer segment junction of photoreceptors, ETOS: end
tips of photoreceptor outer segments, RPE: retinal pigment epithelium.
external limiting membrane (ELM) is visible. The penetration is sufficient for imaging
the choroid and parts of the sclera. At the choroid/sclera boundary, the phase retardation
increases steeply (Fig. 6.3 c,d), whereas it is nearly constant in the non-birefringent inner
retinal layers and in the choroid. The depolarizing RPE appears clearly as a layer of
random retardation values. It can be distinguished even better by its low degree of
polarization uniformity (DOPU) calculated from the averaged Stokes vectors of the 50
B-frames (Fig. 6.3 e).
The optical axis map (Fig. 6.3 f) is not as straight-forward to interpret, but it shows
typical features that have been reported previously [107]: a laterally varying offset in
the inner retinal layers originating from the anterior eye segment, and a changing value
in the central part of the outer retinal layers (IS/OS, ETOS), caused by the Henle fiber
layer†. However, axis orientation data are generally more meaningful in a transverse
†An area in the central retina with oblique photoreceptor axons.
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Figure 6.4.: Reflectivity (a) and retardation (b) images as in Fig. 6.3 b+d with the ref-
erence plane positioned deeper behind the retina. The depth of the optic
nerve head (right edge) is covered, but due the sensitivity roll-off, the signal
from the inner retinal layers gets weaker. Acquired by T. Torzicky (MUW).
plane view of segmented layers from a 3D dataset, where they, for instance, may be
associated with the direction of fiber bundles.
Also the broadband swept source emits inherently highly polarized light. Hence, up to
90% of the power can pass the polarizer at the interferometer input. With a polarization
controller on the delivery fiber, we can adjust the exact power level for imaging.
The entire retina and choroid can be imaged in the fovea region, despite the fast
roll-off. However, precise positioning of the reference plane is necessary to capture
the region of interest with high sensitivity, which complicates the process. The roll-off
becomes problematic for imaging the optic nerve head, which extends over a longer depth
range (Fig. 6.4). Hence, improvement of the laser linewidth is important for practical
applicability of this swept source configuration.
6.3. Discussion
Both the high-power swept source and the broadband swept source are feasible for retinal
imaging. In reflectivity images, we can resolve the retinal layers reported in the OCT
literature. Phase retardation images show the expected features, low birefringence in
most of the retina and the choroid, depolarization in the RPE and increasing birefrin-
gence at the sclera boundary. Both swept sources emit inherently polarized light, which
can be used for PS-OCT without significant losses.
In terms of performance and handling, both configurations have advantages and draw-
backs. The high-power swept source features a slower sensitivity roll-off, which increases
the tolerance for positioning the reference plane relative to the sample, and allows to
image structures extending over a larger depth range like the optic nerve head. The light
source setup is more complex, since two optical amplifiers are needed. Due to the strong
asymmetry between forward and backward sweep, imaging with the full A-scan rate
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requires buffering, which reduces the output power by 6 dB. Most important for prac-
tical application is stable fiber-coupling of the tapered amplifier to eliminate the need
for frequent readjustment. Integration of tapered amplifiers into compact fiber-coupled
modules is possible [229], although these are not yet commercially available.
The broadband swept source features a less complex and more robust setup, using only
a single fiber-coupled SOA. Due to the high sweep symmetry, both sweep directions can
be used for imaging, hence no buffering stage is necessary. As a result, the broadband
swept source can provide almost as much power as the buffered high-power swept source,
which is sufficient for a standard OCT system for ophthalmology. The relatively fast
sensitivity roll-off limits the useful probing depth range. In the fovea region, the entire
retina and choroid can be imaged, but for deeper structures like the optic nerve head,
an improvement of the roll-off is necessary. Adequate dispersion compensation for the
FDML resonator is a promising approach [64], as soon as a feasible technical solution for
the 1060 nm band is developed. With the resulting narrowed instantaneous linewidth,
the broadband FDML laser will be an excellent light source for high-speed retinal OCT
imaging.
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Within the frame of this project, we have explored different concepts for improving the
performance of swept sources for optical coherence tomography (OCT) in the 1060 nm
range. We have focused mainly on the possibilities given by new semiconductor gain
media, specifically tapered amplifiers for generating abundant output power and broad-
band semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) enabling a wide sweep bandwidth without
a complex setup. We have developed two prototype light sources and demonstrated their
feasibility by applying them in retinal OCT imaging. Furthermore, we have tested an
approach for achieving better performance in high-speed Fourier domain mode-locked
(FDML) lasers by using a low-dispersion fiber delay line, and we have investigated nu-
merically how the water absorption bands above and below 1060 nm limit the depth
resolution for OCT imaging of the human retina.
As our experiments reveal, tapered amplifier technology is feasible for implement-
ing swept sources with high output power. With our prototype FDML laser, we can
demonstrate 30–50 mW average power over a sweep range up to 80 nm. By buffering the
output, we achieve an A-scan rate up to 350 kHz with 10–15 mW average power. Thus,
we can acquire large sets of high-quality retinal images within a few seconds.
Using the low-dispersion photonic crystal fiber (PCF) as delay line in this FDML laser
does not yield improved performance, as compared to conventional single-mode fiber.
Although lower asymmetry in the output power for the two sweep directions is a clear
indicator for reduced dispersion, the sensitivity roll-off improves only marginally. Due to
high insertion loss the bandwidth narrows even slightly. Furthermore, fast polarization-
rotation leads to a “notched” or even discontinuous spectrum. Unless these issues can
be resolved, the PCF is not feasible for implementing low-dispersion FDML resonators.
Instead, high gain—in our case provided by an additional SOA—permits exploiting
the full bandwidth of the used gain media, even with a dispersive delay line in use. Im-
perfect frequency matching caused by chromatic dispersion is translated into additional
wavelength-dependent losses by the tunable filter. Hence, the resulting limitation of the
sweep bandwidth can, to a certain extent, be compensated by sufficiently high gain.
With the availability of new broadband SOAs, high performance swept sources with a
simple and robust all-fiber setup have become possible. In a second prototype using only
a single SOA, we have demonstrated a sweep range up to 100 nm centered near the water
absorption minimum at 1060 nm. Due to high small-signal gain, the performance is very
similar for both sweep directions, and this can be further improved by spectral shaping.
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Hence, we can utilize the full bidirectional sweep rate of 350 kHz without buffering. By
spectral shaping, we can also optimize the axial resolution for a given sweep bandwidth,
and achieve an improvement by 25% to 9 µm in air (∼6.5 µm in tissue). Crucial for
spectral shaping, we compensate for the thermal drift of the tunable filter with an
automatic control algorithm ensuring stable long-term operation of the light source.
We have applied both light sources successfully for in vivo polarization-sensitive OCT
imaging of the human retina. We achieve sufficient resolution for distinguishing the reti-
nal layers, as well as deep penetration into the choroid and the sclera. The less complex
broadband swept source configuration is easier to handle, and is thus better suited for
practical application. It yields a better resolution, but exhibits a faster sensitivity roll-
off, which makes imaging of extended structures, like the optic nerve head, difficult. An
important direction for future development is hence dispersion compensation for FDML
resonators in the 1060 nm band.
The development of specialized semiconductor gain elements would be highly inter-
esting, as well. Tapered amplifiers, on the on hand, can emit significantly more power
than required for biomedical OCT applications, but their small-signal gain is too low
for effective operation in a single-amplifier configuration. The new broadband SOAs,
on the other hand, have a wide bandwidth and high gain. They could also generate
abundant power—the saturation level is in the range of 50 mW ex-fiber or higher—but
this potential cannot be exploited due to the hazard of damaging the output facet. A
combination of these technologies—broadband high-gain SOAs with a raised damage
threshold, possibly realized by adding a short tapered section—could be the key to an
ideal swept source gain medium.
Motivated by the continuing development of broadband light sources, we have inves-
tigated numerically how the water absorption bands above and below 1060 nm impair
the OCT resolution, and whether compensation by spectral shaping is feasible. As our
simulation shows, currently available swept sources are only minimally affected as long
as their spectrum is centered on the absorption minimum. Absorption compensation is
in this case possible with only a minor sensitivity penalty. With increasing bandwidth,
the optimal operating point shifts to shorter center wavelengths. Whereas our simula-
tion reveals the general trends for typical light source characteristics, it can be adapted
to a wide range of particular cases, and may thus become an important tool for future
development of ultra-broadband swept sources.
During the past few years, the field of swept source development has grown rapidly,
in research and industry alike. Driven by the demand for high-speed image acquisition,
considerable efforts went into increasing the sweep rate. With the progress in MEMS
technology, compact tunable lasers have become available that permit some hundred
kilohertz sweep rate, and other implementations approaching the megahertz regime are
about to enter the market. In the short and medium term, however, FDML lasers
will enable the highest possible sweep rates. Since we performed our studies using
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FDML resonators, the concepts we investigated are feasible for high speed imaging.
However, most of our results—especially those demonstrating the possibilities of new
semiconductor gain media—are also applicable to other types of tunable lasers, and
are hence a valuable contribution to the development of the next generation of high-
performance, high-speed swept sources.
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A. Low-dispersion FDML resonator
In a first experiment (Ch. 3), we have been able to reduce the dispersion effects in an
FDML laser by using a specialty photonic crystal fiber (PCF) with a zero-dispersion
point close to 1040 nm (NKT Photonics SC–5.0–1040) for the delay line. However, due
to high insertion loss in the 1.75 km long fiber spool, the overall performance has not
improved, as compared to using a delay line made of conventional single-mode fiber. A
new prototype Fabry-Perot filter tunable with 420 kHz repetition rate permits a shorter
FDML resonator length, approximately 485 m. Since the insertion loss of the delay line
decreases with its length, we have investigated whether the PCF can be of advantage in
this configuration. We observe a somewhat slower sensitivity roll-off with the PCF when
comparing the performance at moderate sweep range, ∼67 nm. However, at higher band-
width, fast polarization rotation in the PCF leads to interruption of the laser activity
at several wavelengths, which we cannot compensate with polarization controllers.
The PCF features not only low chromatic dispersion between 1000 nm and 1100 nm,
the dispersion is also anomalous at wavelengths above 1030–1040 nm, and can thus to a
certain extent compensate the normal dispersion of conventional fiber (such as Corning
HI 1060 or SMF28). Hence, a delay line consisting of according lengths of the PCF and
of standard single-mode fiber (SMF) appears promising.
After measurements of different fiber dispersion profiles, we can estimate the total
wavelength-resolved round-trip time. With 410 m PCF, 55 m SMF28 and the remaining
length of the resonator formed by the HI 1060 fibers of the optical components, we obtain
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Figure A.1.: The instantaneous output power (left) and the averaged spectrum (right)
exhibit deep “notches” caused by fast polarization rotation.
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Figure A.2.: A continuous sweep with the PCF delay line (left) is possible with reduced
sweep range, but some polarization notches remain in the power spectrum.
In contrast, the swept source runs well with the SMF delay line (right),
even with lower SOA pump currents.
a zero-dispersion point close to 1060 nm. The maximum round-trip time mismatch in
the range from 1000 nm to 1120 nm is approximately 170 ps, as compared to 1.6 ns with
an all-SMF delay line.
The shortened PCF has a residual insertion loss of 5 dB, dominated by the splice
losses∗. Due to this loss and loss in the other optical components, we need two SOAs in
series for FDML operation. Polarization rotation in the delay line leads to notches in the
sweep spectrum, which we cannot completely compensate by adjusting the polarization
controllers. With wide sweep ranges (> 70 nm), laser activity is interrupted at several
wavelengths during the sweep (Fig. A.1), which degrades the light source performance
in OCT imaging. Even increasing the radius of the fiber spool to 26′′ does not solve the
problem, although it should lower the bend-induced birefringence [236].
At a lower sweep range (66–68 nm), we compare the performance of the light source
with either the PCF delay line or with SMF instead. With the lower loss of the SMF,
the laser requires lower SOA currents for stable operation over the full sweep range
(175 & 295 mA as compared to 300 & 380 mA with the PCF). The polarization can
be adjusted without difficulty, whereas the instantaneous power envelope of the PCF
configuration still shows some residual polarization notches (Fig. A.2). With the PCF,
the sensitivity roll-off is slower, 4.4 dB/mm for z ≤ 2.5 mm as compared to 5.5 dB/mm
with the SMF, but the difference is not as pronounced as expected from a 90% reduction
of the round-trip time mismatch.
Judging by the results of this experiment, this PCF does not appear feasible for
designing a low-dispersion FDML swept source. Although the use of the combined
PCF-SMF delay line leads to a reduction of the sensitivity roll-off as compared to an
∗On each side, a piece of HI 1060 with a fiber connector is spliced to the PCF.
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all-SMF delay line, we cannot achieve a significantly longer coherence length due to the
higher insertion loss. Furthermore, considerably faster polarization rotation in the PCF
limits the achievable bandwidth for a continuous sweep. Unless these properties of the
PCF can be improved, this approach of dispersion reduction is not feasible for practical
swept source development.
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B. Gain-multiplexing
One way of increasing the gain bandwidth beyond that of a single SOA, is to use two
SOAs with shifted gain spectra in a parallel configuration [232]. This concept can also
be applied at 1060 nm, as we demonstrate here. However, while we achieve a tuning
range of 120 nm, there is only a minor improvement in axial resolution due to signif-
icantly different output power levels of the two selected SOAs. Since the actual SOA
performance as laser gain medium can hardly be predicted before purchase, we have not
pursued this approach further.
The selected SOAs originate both from the same batch (InPhenix IPSAD1001–4113)
and have similar ASE power and bandwidth, but different center wavelengths. Judging
by the ASE spectra (Fig. B.1), this pair appears capable of a combined sweep range
wider than 100 nm.
In a simple fiber-based tunable laser (Fig. B.2), we split the light into two branches,
each containing one SOA, and recombine it afterwards using ordinary fiber couplers. The
recombining coupler serves at the same time as output coupler for the laser resonator.
A 1 m fiber patch cable inserted in one branch prevents interference, which otherwise
leads to a strong modulation of the output power. Unexpectedly, the output power con-
tribution from SOA 2 is very low, even if it receives a larger fraction of the circulating
light as feedback and a larger part of its output is extracted from the resonator. De-
spite similar ASE characteristics, the two SOAs have apparently considerably different
saturation levels.
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Figure B.1.: Judging by the spontaneous emission characteristics, the two selected SOAs
can together span a spectral range wider than 1000 nm to 1100 nm.
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Figure B.2.: In the test setup, we avoid interference with different lengths of the two
SOA branches. We adjust the fiber couplers in order to give SOA 2 stronger
feedback and to extract more of its output power from the resonator.
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Figure B.3.: The combined bandwidth is considerably broader than that of the single
SOAs (left). However, the instantaneous output power of SOA2 is signifi-
cantly lower than of SOA1 (right) and adds only a flat tail on the blue end
of the spectrum.
At 1 kHz sweep rate and 350 mA SOA current, a sweep range of 120 nm with continu-
ous laser emission is possible (Fig. B.3 left). By switching each SOA off in turn, we can
see their individual contributions. SOA 2 with its low output power adds only a flat tail
on the short-wavelength side of the spectrum, as the instantaneous power traces reveal
(Fig. B.3 right). The corresponding interferograms (Fig. B.4) show the same features.
The low amplitude signal from SOA 2 does not broaden the main peak of the interfero-
gram and can hence hardly improve the OCT depth resolution. Remarkably, despite 1 m
path length difference between the two branches, the power signals and interferograms
exhibit residual interference noise in the overlap range of the single SOA contributions.
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Figure B.4.: The interferogram spans a wider range when both SOAs are combined
(left). However, SOA2 contributes only fringes with relatively low ampli-
tude (right), not broadening the main peak.
In another test, we compare the output power and achievable resolution with both or
only one of the SOAs (Tab. B.1). When only one SOA is active, we adjust the tunable
filter sweep range to the gain bandwidth of that SOA in order to see its actual “stand-
alone” performance. Whereas the total sweep range with both SOAs combined is 40%
wider than that of SOA 1 alone, the PSF becomes only about 12% narrower, due to the
low output power of SOA 2.
Table B.1.: Comparison of the performance with gain-multiplexing and single-SOA
operation
power sweep range PSF width
(mW) (nm) (a.u.)
SOA 1 only 7.5 83 5.0
SOA 2 only 3.4 63 5.6
combined 11.0 114 4.4
Although continued work on gain-multiplexing would not be meaningful with this SOA
pair, we can draw the following conclusions from these test results. Equal performance
of the used SOAs—especially in terms of the saturated output power—is crucial for
gain-multiplexing. Unfortunately, SOA manufacturers do often provide only ASE char-
acteristics, which is not sufficient for predicting the device performance as a laser gain
medium. A choice of appropriate devices prior to purchase is hence nearly impossible.
Gain-multiplexing is possible in a simple setup using ordinary fiber couplers for split-
ting and recombining the light. However, interference between the different light paths
must be avoided. This requires either equal path lengths with micrometer precision
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and high stability, or a large path length difference of at least several decimeters. The
former is technically challenging, and the latter is not feasible for high-speed FDML
lasers, which require a uniform resonator length for all wavelengths. Other solutions for
avoiding interference are necessary, e. g. a wavelength-multiplexing device for splitting
and recombining the light, or rapid switching of the pump currents activating only one
SOA at a time. Neither the transition slope of a wavelength-multiplexing element (such
as a dichroic mirror) nor the rise time of an SOA driver can be infinitely narrow. Hence,
there would always remain either residual interference artifacts or a gap in the swept
source spectrum.
Taking the added complexity of the light source setup into account, gain-multiplexing
using available fiber-optic components appears not feasible in the 1060 nm range. It
could, however, be a viable method for increasing the bandwidth, if all beam split-
ting/combining optics are integrated together with the SOAs in one package with precise
and stable alignment.
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The posterior segment of the human eye (Fig. C.1) is formed by the vitreous body and
the enclosing shell that consists of three layers. The outermost protective coat is the
sclera, which is partially visible as the white of the eye. On the inside, the sclera is
covered with a network of blood vessels, called choroid. The choroid provides oxygen
and nutrients to the retina, the light-sensitive innermost layer. The retina itself is divided
into a number of distinct layers (Fig. C.2). Upon the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE),
that forms the border to the choroid, follow the photoreceptors, then different types of
neurons and finally the nerve fibers that carry the visual information to the optic nerve.
On the retina, there are two prominent spots, the optic disc where the optic nerve enters
the eye—also called optic nerve head—and the fovea, a pit close to the center. The fovea
has the highest density of photoreceptors providing high acuity vision, whereas the optic
nerve head has no receptors at all and is hence a blind spot. The thickness of the retina
ranges from 100–200 µm at the fovea to about 500 µm at the optic disc [233]. Beneath
the fovea, the choroid is 200–300 µm thick, and gets thinner in the peripheral areas [233].
Figure C.1.: Schematic cross-section of the human eye. Source: [237]
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Figure C.2.: Schematic cross-section of the human retina illustrating the layer structure
with different cell types. Source: [237]
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The PS-OCT setup at MUW (Fig. D.1) is a two-channel system that probes both polar-
ization states simultaneously, as originally demonstrated by Hee et al. [21]. Light from
the swept source passes a polarization controller and a polarizer. This creates a linear
input polarization state and allows adjustment of the input power. A beam splitter cube
distributes the light to the reference arm and the sample arm. In the reference arm, a
half wave plate at 22.5° angle to the incident polarization vector turns the polarization
by 45°, distributing the light equally to both polarization channels. The reference arm
power can be adjusted with a variable neutral density filter. In the sample arm, the inci-
dent light passes a quarter wave plate at 45° angle and becomes thus circularly polarized.
The light returning from the sample is in general elliptically polarized, depending on the
phase retardation that it has accumulated on a double-pass through the sample. The in-
tensity distribution in the two polarization channels changes accordingly. The returning
probing beam interferes in a second beam splitter cube with the reference beam, inde-
pendently in both polarization channels. Fiber-optic polarizing beam splitters separate
the two polarization components of the light from both output ports and direct them
accordingly to two balanced detectors.
+
−
+
−
PBS
PBS
swept source
λ/2
22.5°
λ/4
45°
PC
POL
NDF
BD ch1
BD ch2
x-scan
y-scan
Figure D.1.: The two-channel PS-OCT setup can interrogate both orthogonal polariza-
tion states simultaneously. POL: polarizer, PC: polarization controller,
PBS: polarizing beam splitter, BD: balanced detector, NDF: variable neu-
tral density filter.
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Linearizing and Fourier transforming the two detector signals yields the complex A-
scan profiles of both polarization channels, A˜1,2(z) = A1,2(z) exp[iΦ1,2(z)]. From the
amplitude, A, and the phase, Φ, we derive the local reflectivity, R,∗ the single-pass
phase retardation angle, δ, and the optical axis orientation, θ [21, 111,238]:
R(z) ∝ A1(z)2 +A2(z)2, (D.1)
δ(z) = arctan [A1(z)/A2(z)] , (D.2)
θ(z) = 90◦ − 12 [Φ1(z)− Φ2(z)] . (D.3)
δ and θ are cumulative, i. e. in birefringent material the values change along the A-scan
direction, in non-birefringent material they remain constant.
We can obtain images with reduced speckle and noise by averaging several B-scans.
For the polarization images, we apply the methods that led to the best results in a
previous study by Go¨tzinger et al. [239]. We calculate the phase retardation from the
separately averaged signals of both channels, and we average the phase difference in a
complex phasor representation in order to avoid errors due to the 2pi-discontinuity.
Phase retardation maps are an instrument for distinguishing polarization-maintaining,
birefringent and depolarizing structures. The value at each point is cumulative for the
distance that the light beam propagated through the sample. Hence, birefringence be-
comes apparent as a change in the retardation value along the A-scan axis, whereas a
polarization-maintaining structure leads to a constant value. Depolarization is associ-
ated with the scattering process. Therefore, a depolarizing layer, such as the retinal
pigment epithelium (RPE), appears as a band of random retardation values, but it does
not randomize the values of deeper structures. In retinal imaging, this principle can be
exploited for segmenting the RPE by calculating the so-called degree of polarization uni-
formity (DOPU)—equivalent to the degree of polarization calculated from an averaged
Stokes-vector [112]—which yields low values for depolarizing structures. We average
the Stokes vectors over many subsequently acquired B-frames, which preserves spatial
resolution better than averaging over a spatial window [239].
∗Equivalent to an A-scan from a purely reflectivity-detecting OCT system, but free of artifacts caused
by polarization rotation.
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List of Abbreviations
ADC analog-to-digital converter.
ANSI American National Standards Institute.
ASE amplified spontaneous emission.
CARS coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering.
DBR distributed Bragg reflector.
DFT discrete Fourier transform.
DOPU degree of polarization uniformity.
DTU Technical University of Denmark.
ELM external limiting membrane.
ETOS end tips of the photoreceptor outer segments.
FD-OCT frequency domain OCT.
FDML Fourier domain mode-locked.
FDML Fourier domain mode-locking.
FSR free spectral range.
FT Fourier transform.
FWHM full width at half maximum.
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission.
IS/OS inner segment/outer segment junction of the photoreceptors.
LCI low coherence interferometry.
LMU Ludwig-Maximilians-Universita¨t.
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List of Abbreviations
MEMS micro-electro-mechanical system.
MPE maximum permissible exposure.
MUW Medical University of Vienna.
MZI Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
NA numerical aperture.
NIR near-infrared.
NMSC non-melanoma skin cancer.
OCM optical coherence microscopy.
OCT optical coherence tomography.
OSA optical spectrum analyzer.
PCF photonic crystal fiber.
PS-OCT polarization-sensitive OCT.
PSF point spread function.
RPE retinal pigment epithelium.
SD-OCT spectral domain OCT.
SLD superluminescent diode.
SMF single-mode fiber.
SNR signal-to-noise ratio.
SOA semiconductor optical amplifier.
SS-OCT swept source OCT.
TA tapered amplifier.
TD-OCT time domain OCT.
VCSEL vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser.
YDFA ytterbium-doped fiber amplifier.
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